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This thesis presents a search for non-qq mesons produced in the central region in the reaction 
pp ..... Pf (X0 ) Ps at 300 GeV/c, where the subscripts f and s indicate the fastest and slowest particles in 
the laboratory respectively and X0 represents the central system that is presumed to be produced by 
double exchange processes. Results are presented of an analysis of the decay of X0 to K0 sK±7T+, 
K+K-K+K- and 7T+7T-7T+7T-. 
In the K0 sK±7T+ channel clear f1(1285) and f1(1420) signals are seen. A spin parity analysis 
shows that both are consistent with being 1 + + states. The f1(1420) is fo\md to decay only to K*K. and 
no o- + wave is required to describe the data. The production of the f1(1285) as a function of energy 
is not the same as that for the f1(1420) whose cross section is found to be constant with energy. 
In the K+K-K+K- channel 4>4> production has been observed and the ratio a(t~>K+K-)/o(t/>4>) is 
1.0±0.3. The cross-section for central production of 4>4> is found to be the same at 300 GeV/c and 
85 GeV/c. An angular analysis of the 4>4> system favours JP = 2+ over o-. 
The '11'+'11'-'ll'+w- mass spectrum shows evidence for the f1(1285) with a mass of 1281± 1 MeV and 
a width of 31 ± 5 MeV. In addition there is evidence for two new enhancements at masses of 1449± 4 
and 1901± 13 MeV with widths of 78± 18 and 312±61 MeV respectively. An analysis of the state at 
1.45 GeV indicates that it is not a 'll'+w-'ll'+w- decay mode of the f1(1420) or L/'1J(l440). 
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1. AN INTRODUCTION TO GLUONIC STATES 
1.1 Introduction 
In the early 1960's Gell-Mann [1] and Zweig [2] proposed that the particles that undergo the 
strong interaction, called hadrons, like the proton, neutron or 'IT meson could be regarded as 
composites of more basic spin l/2Ji objects called •quarks·. At that time these quarks were regarded as 
little more than a convenient mathematical device with which to model the properties of hadrons. 
However, when experiments designed to probe the structure of the proton began at Stanford in the late 
1960's it was revealed that protons do indeed contain point-like constituent quarks. 







1bis description was found to be very successful in grouping the particles into multiplets of a given 
spin-parity. 
In analogy to Quantum ElectroDynamics (QED), which is the theory describing the 
electromagnetic interaction between two charged particles by the exchange of a spin 1 virtual photon, 
the strong interaction that binds the quarks into hadrons is mediated by the exchange of a spin 1 
particle called a gluon. In order to describe this interaction a strong •colour"' charge has to be 
introduced, analogous to electric charge, which is carried by both the quarks and gluons. The 
experimental evidence for gluons comes from experiments on deep inelastic scattering and jet studies 
[3]. 
The main difference between Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the quantum field theory of 
strong interactions, and QED is that the quanta of QCD, the gluons, carry the charge of the field and 
therefore can self-interact. A field of this type, in which the quanta themselves act as a source of the 
field is said to be non-Abelian. QED, on the other hand, involves uncharged photons and is Abelian. 
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In the last few years, one of the basic motivations of experimental high energy physics has been 
the testing of the predictions of QCD. This non-Abelian field theory not only describes how quarks 
and antiquarks interact, but also predicts that the gluons which are the quanta of the field will 
themselves interact to form mesons. If the object formed is composed entirely of valence gluons the 
meson is called a glueball, however if it is composed of a mixture of valence quarks, antiquarks and 
gluons (i.e. qqg) it is called a hybrid. These states are said to have a gluonic degree of freedom and 
QCD predicts that the observed hadrons are not just those states which consist of three quarks or a 
quark and antiquark but there also exists a set of states that contain one or more valence gluons. 
The search for these states has been carried out by studying several production mechanisms such 
as prompt production at high PT [ 4], JN radiative and hadronic decays [5] [6], pp annihilations and 
central production [7] [8] [9]. 
This thesis describes results from experiment W A 76 which is designed to study exclusive final 
states formed in the reaction 
PP - Pf (X
0
) Ps 
where the subscripts f and s indicate the fastest and slowest particles in the laboratory respectively and 
X0 represents the central system that is presumed to be produced by double exchange processes. At 
high centre-of-mass energies these double exchange processes are believed to be dominated by Double 
Pomeron Exchange (DPE), where the Pomeron is thought to have a large gluonic content, leading to 
the conclusion that Pomeron-Pomeron scattering could be a source of gluonic states. 
The characteristics of D PE will be described in chapter 4. The remainder of this chapter will 
discuss the characteristics of gluonic states, possible ways of distinguishing a gluonic state from a 
quarkonium state and the methods that have been used to try to isolate gluonic states. 
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1.2 Allowed angular momentum states of glueballs 
Initially there was considerable confusion over which glueball states were allowed. However, since 
about 1985 a consensus of opinion has been reached amongst theorists as to what are the allowed 
angular momentum states of glueballs. The main dispute was whether or not the valence gluons 
which form a glueball are massless or not. If the gluons are massless then there are only two helicity 
states possible (see appendix A), and hence certain spin-parities are not allowed for glueballs made of 
two massless gluons which are allowed for a glue ball made of two massive gluons. 
It is commonly accepted that the up and down flavours of quarks are approximately massless and 
yet act as if they carry a mass of 350 MeV /c2 , the so called constituent mass. This gives rise to meson 
ground states of typically 700 MeV/c2 from quark and antiquark or 1 GeV/c2 groundstates of three 
quarks. This constituent mass can be regarded as an energy of confinement as in the bag model, or as 
the effect of the quark being surrounded by a cloud of virtual quarks, antiquarks and gluons [10]. 
Analogous considerations can be made for gluons. The gluon mass is indeed exactly zero, as this is 
required by local gauge invariance (see appendix A), but when the gluons are confined inside a small 
region of space they gain a constituent mass analogous to that arising for quarks. Therefore although 
gluons inside a glueball have a constituent mass, the gluons that couple together to produce the 
glueball must be considered to be massless. 
There is very little written about the formulation of the selection rules for these states. Therefore 
appendix B contains an experimentalist's attempt to derive the glueball states that have now become 
accepted as standard. The method consists of using Bose symmetry and gauge invariance and predicts 
that the lowest lying allowed states for the two gluon system are those shown in table 1. 
A similar procedure can be used for three gluon states and the allowed states are shown in table 2. 









Allowed angular momentum states for three gluons 
Mode JPC 
(TE)3 
(TE)2(TM) 1 (TE)(TM)2 
(TM)3 
o++l 1+-~ 3+-
o-+1 1-+~ 2-+~ 3-+ 
Allowed angular momenta for ground state hybrids 
Mode JPC 
1--1 o- + 1 1- +I 2- + 
1 +-1 o+ + 1 1 + + 1 2+ + 
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1.3 Allowed angular momentum states of hybrids 
In hybrid states, the colour octet component of the quark-antiquark pair is neutralised by a 
constituent gluon. As is discussed in appendix B, in the bag model the valence gluons can either be 
transverse electric (TE, JP = 1 +) or transverse magnetic (TM, JP = 1-). The ground state hybrids 
are formed as follows (as shown in table 3), 
= ~--
= o- + 1 l- + 1 2- + 
where 8T£(STM) is a Transverse Electric (Transverse Magnetic) gluon and the JPC values give the 
spin configuration of the qq pair. 
1.4 Mass calculations 
Several calculations have been made based on the bag model [12] in an attempt to calculate the 
glueball mass spectrum but the agreement between the different predictions is only fair. However most 
of the models converge in assigning quite low masses to these new states some of which should have 
masses in the 0.5 to 2.0 GeV/c2 region. A summary of the predictions are shown in fig. 1 [ 13] . 
However, more recently predictions have been made using lattice gauge theory [14] and flux tube 
models [ 15] which indicate that the lowest states could be higher in mass. 
The masses of the lowest lying two gluon glueballs have been calculated using lattice gauge 
theory. Recent predictions [ 16] show that 
m(2+ +)/m(O+ +) = 1.5 










o~--~·----~·----~~----~·----~---~' o· • cr • i · 2" • J' -
J ,c 
Figure 1: Prediction, for each JPC, for the low lying glueball masses coming from four different 
models. 
m(o++) = (1240-1600) MeV/c2 • 
The flux tube model has been used to calculate the masses of the lowest lying hybrid states and 
recent predictions [ 17] are that 
1.5 Characteristics of gluonic states 
Mesons composed of quarks and anti-quarks are grouped into nonets v.ith the same JPC. A 
summary of the established multiplets is shown in table 4 together with a list of new 'unclassified' 
objects. However, as will be discussed in the next chapter, in the 1 + + nonet for example, the D'(l52S) 
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Table 4: Meson multiplets (old and new names) 
JPC lJnclassifictJ 
o-• K "' " ' TJ I 'SoH K(494) tr( 140) TJ(549) 1'1 '(958) f'(J,WW 
a-- K• p CJ ~ 
3S1 tt K•(892) p(77U) w(78J) 41( 1020) 
I+- Ql 11 II 
'P, H K 1 ( 1400) b,(l235) h 1(119U) 
o•• I( ~ f s· S 1 (99~) 
3 P0 tt K•a(IJSU} a0 (9BU) fa( I JUU) f0 (975) U(l590) 
I++ Q, A, LJ E LJ'( 1525 J 
'P, tt K,(1280) a1(127U) f,( 1285) f1(142U) 
2++ K•(l43U) Az r r 0 
lpl tt K•1(14JO) a1( 1320) f1(127U) fl(l525) gr 
may in fact be the member of the nonet and not the f1(1420). Hence, searches for gluonic states are 
hampered by our poor understanding of nonnal quarkonium states. 
Glueballs, being singlet states in SU(3)colour and SU(3)f1avour• can neither carry isospin, nor 
charge, nor flavour. Naively, the decay of glueballs should reflect their singlet nature of SU(3)f1avour 
and thus show a flavour symmetric pattern of decay. However, several authors [18] have argued that 
an SU(3) symmetric decay pattern on the quark/gluon level need not be maintained at the hadron 
level. Firstly, calculations carried out using the bag model [ 12] have shown that although TE mode 
gluons couple in a flavour independent way to qq, TM mode gluons couple preferentially to kaons. 
Also, form factor effects [19] and mixing with ordinary quark states [20] have been invoked to explain 
a suppression of the "'"' decay mode of glue balls. 
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For hybrid states the fact that the bag model predicts that TM mode gluons decay in a flavour 
dependent way means that the decay of a qq8TM hybrid will decay preferentially to final states 
including strange particles. For example, a 1 + + hybrid state composed of a non-strange qq pair and a 
TM mode gluon will decay preferentially to a K*K pair (KK is forbidden due to parity conservation). 
For the purpose of guiding searches it is best to rely on the following general properties of gluonic 
states, 
1. To look for ·oddballs·, states with JPC quantum numbers not allowed for normal qq states. 
For example JPC = 1- +. 
2. To look for extra states, that is states that have quantum numbers of an already completed 
nonet and that have a mass which is sufficiently low that it is unlikely to be a member of the 
radially excited nonet and hence it can not be described as being a pure qq state. 
3. To look for states preferentially produced m gluon rich processes. These processes are 
described in the following section. 
1.6 The experimental search for gluonic states 
Fig. 2 summarises several dynamical configurations which have been suggested as possible sources 
of gluonium and where experiments have been performed. 
1. The 1 N decay is believed to be a highly glue rich channel either via the hadronic decay shown 
in fig. 2a, or via the radiative decay shown in fig. 2c. 
2. Pomeron- Pomeron scattering is shown in fig. 2b. The Pomeron is an object that is thought 
to be a multi- gluon state, which is thought to be responsible for the large cross sections of 
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Figure 2: Gluon rich channels. Dynamical configurations that have been used to study 
light hadron spectroscopy in a search for glueball states. 
3. Special hadronic reactions, an example of which is shown in fig. 2d where the !fl<P system is 
thought to be produced via an intermediate state containing gluons. Reactions of this kind 
which have disconnected quark lines are said to be OZI violating [21]. 
4. Fig. 2e shows proton antiproton annihilation; the annihilation region of quarks and antiquarks 
is a source of gluons where glueballs and hybrids could be produced. 
A summary of candidate states that have appeared through the study of these production 
processes is given in the next chapter. 
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1.7 Four-quark states. 
Before leaving this introductory chapter, in order to complete the picture of non qq mesons 
something must be said about four-quark states. 
The fact that most meson resonances can be accorrunodated in the simple qq classification is 
quite remarkable, since the light mesons constitute relativistic systems. If qqqq,qqqqqq, etc. wave 
functions were important for meson spectroscopy it would have been much harder to establish the 
quark model and QCD. 
In principle, evidence for four-quark states could easily be found by searching for exotic quantum 
numbers, e.g. states with charge or strangeness 2. However, no tell-tale candidates for qqqq states have 
yet been found. 
Bag model calculations [22] predict that 
l. the lowest lying qqqq states do not carry exotic quantum numbers and form nonets carrying 
the same quantum numbers as qq nonets, and 
2. most qqqq states can fall apart into two colour singlet mesons and thus have a decay width of 
the order of their mass, too wide to be detected as resonances. 
The only four-quark states that may be observable are those whose nominal mass is below 
threshold for their principal fall-apart decay mode. It has been argued [22] that f0 (975) and a0(980) are 
candidates for the I= 0 sS(uu + dd) and I= 1 sSdu states of the lowest lying scalar four-quark nonet. 
Because of their quark content these states will couple strongly to KK. However, being below the KK 
threshold these decays are strongly suppressed by phase-space. For the f0 (975) the remaining 
dominant channel is 'fT'fT which requires an OZI violation to annihilate the ss pair. 
There is a similar possibility that qqqq states can also be observed near K*K. threshold. This 
point will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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2. THE STATUS OF SEARCHES FOR GLUONIC STATES 
2.1 Introduction 
The standard theory of colour forces (QCD) suggests that in addition to the familiar hadrons 
made of quarks, there should exist new states where coloured gluons play an essential dynamical role. 
The experimental status of gluonium spectroscopy is still confused and up to now no particle has been 
established as a gluonic state. However, there are several very promising candidates which will be 
outlined in the following sections with special emphasis being given to those studied by experiment 
W A 7 6. A list of recent review articles is given in reference [ 23]. 
2.2 The E/L Puzzle 
At present there is some uncertainty as to the number of states present in the (KK'IT)0 mass 
spectrum around 1.4 GeV/c2 • Some experiments observe a JPC = o- + state, called the t/7)(1440), 
while others observe a JPC = 1 + + state, called the E/f1(1420). The interest in this region is that one 
of these states could be a glueball or hybrid [24]. This situation has become known as the E/t puzzle 
and the latest results are discussed in the following sections. 
2.2.1 The o- + states 
For J= 0 there are ground states and radial excitations, but no orbital excitations. The o- ground 
state (lS) nonet is one of the best established qq multiplets and its first radial excitation (2S) is also 
relatively well known. The isotriplet '1T(l300), the strange quartet K(l460) and the 7J(1275) are all 
established states and can be assigned as eight of the nine members of this nonet. The most plausible 
candidate for the ninth member is the 7J(1400) observed in the reaction 
at KEK [25] and in the reaction 
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at BNL [26]. 
In 1980 an analysis of the decay of JN--rKK'lT by the Mark II collaboration [27] found evidence 
for a state with JPC = o- +, a mass of 1460 MeVjc2 and a width of 80 MeVjc2 • This state was later 
confirmed by the Crystal Ball collaboration [28] using the same reaction but with higher statistics. It 
decays predominantly to a0 (980)'1T and is called the L/7!(1440). Based on the fact that it constitutes a 
large fraction ( ~ 5-10 % )1 of the radiative JN width it is considered to be a good glueball candidate. 
However, as shown in fig. 3a), a fit with a single Breit-Wigner does not describe the L/7!(1440) structure 
very well (x2 probability= 1.4x 10- 3). 
> ., 
I.:J s 200 
0 
ci 
' lit ., 'i: .. 
c ...., 
Figure 3: The K0sK±,+ mass spectrum from radiative JN decays. 
The fits are described in the text. 
1 Depending on the number of decay channels considered. 




A recent study by Mark III [29] has revealed that the t/7!(1440) structure may in fact be more than 
just one resonance and may have a substantial K"'K. decay mode. In fig. 3b the data have been fit by 
two interfering Breit-Wigner amplitudes and gives a x2 probability of 58 %. This fit requires two o- + 
states with 
mlow = (1409±5) MeV/c2 
mhigh = (1499±9) MeV/c2 
flow = (69± 11) MeV/c2 
rhigh = (138±25) MeVjc2 
The low mass state is compatible with the 7!(1400), while the gluonic nature of the higher mass state 
still requires testing. 
2.2.2 The 1 + + states 
In 1980 an experiment studying the reaction 
'IT-P- K0 sK±,.+n 
at 3.95 GeV/c [30], in the CERN 2m bubble chamber, reported the observation of a state with a mass 
of 1425 MeV/c2 with a width of 60 MeV/c2 decaying to K"'K. with JPC = 1 ++,called the E/f1(1420). 
The K0 sK±'IT+ mass spectnun observed by experiment WA76 at 85 GeV/c [311 is shown in 
fig. 4. A Dalitz plot analysis shows that both structures have J PC = 1 + + and they were identified as 
being the f1(1285)) and E/f1 (1420) mesons. The results from the 300 GeV/c data are presented in a 
later chapter. 
The E/f1 (1420) was thought to be the ssisoscalar member of the ground state 1 + + nonet, the 
other members being the a1(1260) triplet, the K1(1270) and the f1(1285). However, it is not seen in 
K- incident experiments where ss objects should be preferentially produced. Instead in the reaction 
[32] 
K-p- K0 sK±'IT+ A 
a state is observed with a mass of 1527± 5 MeVjc2 and a width of 106± 14 MeV/c2 , called the 
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Figure 4: The K0 gK±tT+ mass spectrum observed by experiment WA76 at 85 GeV/c. 
been suggested that this state is a better candidate for the ss member of the 1 + + nonet, if so, then the 
E/f1 ( 1420) is left as an extra state. 
Further information comes from experiments studying rr collisions [33] where a state is observed 
in the K0 gK±tT+ mass spectrum having a mass and width consistent with the E/f1(1420). This state is 
only seen when one of the two y's is off mass shell (fig. Sb) and not when both y's are real (fig. Sa) 
which via Yang's theorem [34] indicates a spin 1 state. A spin-parity test [35] shows that it is 
consistent with having J PC = 1 + +. 
The rt • width for the E/f1 ( 1420) meson is found to be 
r(E) = 4 ± 1 ± 1 KeV/c2 
but the yy • width has been calculated to be r(E) = 0.1 KeV/c2 assuming the E/f1(1420) to be ass 
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Figure 5: The K0sK±'7T+ mass spectrum for a) rr and b) rr • collisions. 
f1 ( 1285) is the undisputed light quark member of the ground state 1 + + nonet, so that if the E/f1 ( 1420) 
is a qq state it would have to be a member of an excited nonet. 
S. Godfrey and N. Isgur [37] have produced a relativistic quarkonium model with QCD in which 
all qq mesons from pions to upsilons are described in a unified framework (GI model). Their 
predicted mass spectra not only fit most known meson states but also their decay modes involving 
hadrons and photons [38]. According to this model the lowest mass excited 1 + + state should have a 
mass of 1820 MeV /c2 • 
Therefore it would appear that the E/f1(1420) cannot be explained as a conventional qq state. As 
a 1 + + state its mass is too low to be a glueball or hybrid state, and a possible explanation is that it is a 
four quark [39] or K•l{ molecule [40]. 
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2.2.2.1 The 1 + + nonet mixing angle 
In order to compare the suitability of the E/f1 ( 1420) and the D' /f1 ( 1530) as the ss isoscalar 
member of the 1 + + nonet the nonet mixing angle (8 A) has been calculated for the two candidates. 
Firstly using the SU(3) mass formula [41] 
= 
3( <XIX> - <DID>) 
where 8 A is the octet-singlet mixing angle,.< ala> is the matrix element between the Hamiltonian and 
is set equal to the (mass)2 of the state a, X represents either E/f1(1420) or D'/f1(1530) depending on 
the hypothesis and KA refers to the pure 1 + + SU(3) strange state. 
The observed JP = 1 + strangeness states, the K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400), which belong to the 1 + + 
and 1 +- nonets respectively, are mixtures of the pure quark states KA and Ka. The mixing occurs 
because the strange states do not have a definite C-parity and hence have identical quantum numbers. 
The state K A is given by 
<KAlKA>= (1/2)( < K 1 iK1 > + < K 2 IK2 > + ( < K 1 iK1 >- < KziKz > )cos28Q) 
where 80 is the 1 + + -1 +- mixing angle and K 1 and K2 are defined in table 5. 
A second method of calculating the nonet mixing angle is to use the SU(3) coupling formula [41] 
= 
<qK"'> gzA cos28A 
Mzx 
where qK"' is the K"' momentum in the decay rest frame, gA is the SU(3) coupling constant for the 
1 + + nonet and 8 A is the 1 + + nonet mixing angle. 
Values of gA and o0 come from a fit to the partial decay widths of K 1(1270) and K 1(1400) [41], 
and the masses and widths for the resonances are given in table 5 [ 42]. These data yield the following 
mixing angles 
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(47 ± 8)0 
(60 ± 7)0 
(41 ± 4)0 
1670 ± 180 MeV/c2 
1260 ± 30 MeV/c2 
1270 ± 10 MeV/c2 
1401 ± 10 MeV/c2 
1283 ± 5 MeV/c2 
1422 ± 10 MeV/c2 
1527 ± 5 MeV/c2 
55 ± 3 MeV/c2 
106 ± 14 MeV/c2 
Coupling 
Formula 
(72 ± 2)0 
(63 ± 1)0 
The two angles are more consistent for the D'/f1(1530) than for the Eif1(1420) and hence it would 
appear that the D' /f1 ( 1530) is a better candidate for being the ss member of the 1 + + nonet than the 
E/f1 ( 1420). · 
It is interesting to note that if the D'/f1(1530) is the member then the 1 + + mixing angle is far 
from the ideally mixed value of 8 A = 35° [ 43] and would require the f1 (1285) to have a strange quark 
content. However this is not inconsistent with observations of the f1(1285) in hadronic JN decays 
where it is seen recoiling against both the 4> and w [ 44]. 
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2.3 The 2 + + candidates 
Although the ground state 2+ + qq nonet is well established (a2 (1320), K"' 2(1430), f2 (1270), 
fz'(l525)), orbital as well as radial excitations have to be considered and both of these nonets are far 
from being fully established. However, there are gluonic candidates with JPC = 2+ + which are 
discussed below. 
2.3.1 The 6/f2(1720) 
The most promising 2 + + glue ball candidate is the 8/f2 ( 1720), the first evidence for which came 
from the study of the radiative JN decay to 'TIT/ by the Crystal Ball Collaboration [ 45]. Tills new state 
was confirmed by two different experiments in the K + K- and K°K0 channels [ 46] [ 47]. The 
O/f2 (1720) has a mass of 1721 ± 4 MeV/c2 and a width of 138 ± 11 MeV /c2 • A spin parity analysis 
by Mark III finds that 2+ + is preferred over o+ + with 99 % probability [47]. However, DM2 finds 
equal likelihood for spin 2 and spin 0 [46]. The 6/f2(1720) was observed for the first time in hadronic 
experiments by experiment WA76 at 300 GeV/c in both K+K- and K 0 sK0 s decay modes (see fig. 
6a,b.). A spin parity analysis of the K • K- system shows that the 0 has J PC = 2 + + [ 48]. 
Since the 6/f2{1720) is confinned to have JPC = 2+ + and the ground state nonet is complete and 
well established, if the 6/f2(1720) is a qq state it would have to be a member of an excited nonet. The 
lowest lying such multiplet is the (2P) radially excited nonet for which candidate states already exist 
(the f2(1810) [49] and the f2 (1410) [50]). The next excited nonet is predicted by the GI model [37] to 
have isoscalar states with masses greater than 2.0 GeV/c2 • 
Evidence for the gluonic nature of the 8/f2 (1720) comes from the fact that it is not observed inn 
collisions where on the other hand the f2 (1270) and f2 (1525) are produced [51], and that it is not 
produced in peripheral production [52]. However, it is observed in reactions which are believed to be 
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Figure 6: a) The K+K- and b) the KOsK0 s mass spectra from experiment WA76 at 300 GeV/c. 
Therefore the fact that there is an extra 2+ + state which has only been observed in reactions 
which are believed to be gluon rich has led to the 9/f2 (1720) being considered to be a very good 
glueball candidate. 
2.3.2 The 4141 channel 
Studies of the OZI [53] forbidden reaction 
(1) 
at 22 GeV/c [54], and 16 GeV/c [55] have shown that it is only suppressed by a factor-2 of :::::5 relative 
to the OZI allowed reaction 
~Throughout this thesis a correction has been made for the unseen decay modes of the q,. The ratio of o::s 10 quoted in [54] was 
for 41- K +K- only. 
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This has oeen interpreted as a breakdown of the OZI rule due to the production of gluonic 
intermediate states [56]. 
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Figure 7: a) The 1/JI/l mass spectrum and b) partial waves from the BNL/CCY Collaboration. 
A spin parity analysis of the 1/J<P system observed by the BNL/CCY Collaboration [57] gives 
evidence for three JPC= 2+ + states (called the g-y-'s), which constitute most of the 1/l<P cross section 
(see fig. 7), having masses and widths of (in MeV/c2 ), 
Mt = 2011 ± 70 
M2 = 2297 ± 28 
M3 = 2339 ± 55 
r 1 = 202 ± 65 
r 2 = 149 ± 41 
r3 = 319 ± so. 
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Two of these states could be accounted for in the orbitally excited ( 1 F) no net which would leave one 
extra state. 
The same reaction has been studied, inclusively, at the CERN n Spectrometer by the WA67 
Collaboration using a 'IT- beam on a Be target at 85 GeV/c [55]. A fit to the <fl</l mass spectrum using 
a smooth background and two resonances gives (in MeY/c2), 
M1 = 2231 ± 10 
M2 = 2392 ± 10 
r 1 = 133 ± 50 
r2 = 195 ± 50. 
Due to the large errors quoted by the BNL/CCY analysis, it is difficult to establish a real compatibility 
in these results. 
The problems with interpreting one of the 8T states as being a glue ball are 
1. The OZI rule is an empirical law and its limits of validity are not clear [58] . 
2. The states are only revealed using a partial wave analysis. 
3. The states have not been observed in JN - y<fl<fl which is found to be dominated by 
JPC = o- + [59]. 
In conclusion, the 8T states require confinnation preferably in a gluon rich channel that does not 
rely on the OZI rule. Results on the <fl</l production observed in experiment W A 76 are presented in 
chapter 7. 
2.4 The 0 + + glueball candidates 
Although the 0 + + glue ball is predicted to have the lowest mass, experimentally it is the most 
difficult to find. Naive calculations of the mass of the lightest glueball, using the bag model, suggested 
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that the mass for such a state should be around 1 GeV/c2 [60]. However, more recent calculations 
based on lattice gauge theory and flux tube models predict a mass in the region of 1.5 Ge V /c2 [ 16] 
[ 17]. 
Peaks and structures with J PC = 0 + + have been reported, mainly in hadronic production, and 
the best candidates are discussed below. 
2.4.1 In the 1 GeV /c2 region 
Au, Morgan and Pennington [ 61] have analysed data on central dimeson production from the 
Axial Field Spectrometer (AFS) at the ISR. In a coupled channel analysis of the I = 0 S-wave ww 
and KK final states they find three resonances around 1 GeV/c2 - S1(991), S2(988) and 
e(900) - where the GI model [37] only predicts two states. 
They assign the e(900) and the S2 (988) to the (uu + dd) and ss isoscalar members of the o+ + 
nonet. They then argue that the extra state, the S1 (991), which is equally coupled to ww and KK is a 
possible scalar gluonium candidate. 
2.4.2 In the 1.5 GeV/c2 region 
The GAMS Collaboration have carried out a high statistics study of the reaction 
'" - p-(Ny}n 
and have observed the decay of a JPC = o+ + state, with a mass of 1587 ± 11 MeY/c2 and a width of 
175 ± 19 MeY/c2 , to 1111 [62], 1111' [63] and 4rr0 's [64], which has been called the G/f0(1590}. The fact 
that its decay into 1111' is approximately three times larger than its 1111 decay and that no measurable 
decay into 'TT'IT or KK has been seen suggests [65] that the G/f0 (1590} is not a qq state. 
However, the G/f0 (1590) is not widely accepted as a glueball candidate since the signals are not 
entirely convincing and it has not been observed by another experiment. 
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2.5 "Oddball" candidates 
An "'oddball" is a state which has quantwn nwnbers not allowed for a qq state. As was discussed 
in chapter 1 the lowest lying such state is predicted to have J PC :::: 1 - +. The GAMS Collaboration 
[66] have claimed the observation of such a state in the analysis of the reaction 
The 7J'IT mass spectrum is dominated by the a2(1320). A plot of the forward-backward asymmetry of 
the 'IT 0 (relative to the incident 'IT- beam), evaluated in the Gottfried-Jackson frame, shows a significant 
structure in the a2 ( 1320) region. The simplest way to explain such an asymmetry is through an 
interference effect of a P-wave with the D-wave a2(1320) signal. A partial wave analysis gives evidence 
for a structure with a mass of 1406 ± 20 MeV/c2 and a width of 180 ± 30 MeV/c2 • A P-wave 7J'IT 
state has J PC = 1 - + and I :::: 1. 
If this state is confirmed then it is the first clear signal for a state beyond qq. It could either be a 
hybrid (qqg) or multi-quark state. 
2.6 Conclusions 
The most obvious conclusion is that there is no unambiguous sign of a gluonic hadron. Indeed 
the main problem in being sure that states are beyond a qq interpretation is that qq spectroscopy, in 
particular the dynamics of radial excitations, is not fully understood. There are in fact some 
theoretically contentious issues as to whether hybrid states are independent or in some sense dual to 
radial and orbital excitations [ 18]. 
Despite these problems there are several interesting states which at present seem hard to explain in 
terms of being standard qq objects. 
1. The o- + nonet and its radial excitation appear to be complete. The originalL/7J(l440) seems to 
be composed of two states, the lower mass one being a o- + multiplet member while the 
higher mass one appears to be an extra state, which may have a gluonic composition. 
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2. The 1 + + nonet also has an extra state which is the E/f1(1420). Since glueballs and hybrids are 
not generally expected to have these quantum numbers in this mass range the E is a good 
candidate to be a four quark state or a K*K molecule. 
3. The 8 /f2 ( 1720) is probably the best glue ball candidate since it is only observed in reactions 
which are believed to be glue rich. 
4. The cf>cf> system is interesting and it highlights the problem in understanding production 
mechanisms. The three states are only revealed by a complex partial wave analysis and await 
confirmation preferably by another production mechanism. 
5. The o+ + groundstate nonet is not well established. There are two o+ + candidate gluonic 
states, the S1(991) and the G/f0 (1590) both require confirmation. 
6. The oddball state claimed by the GAMS Collaboration, if confirmed, would be the first direct 
evidence for states beyond the qq model. 
In summary, meson spectroscopy is continually finding new states. There seems to be an 
underlying trend that the simple SU(3) picture of meson nonets is no longer sufficient and that gluonic 
and multiquark states are required to complete the picture. 
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3. WA 76' EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
3.1 Introduction 
The aim of experiment WA76' [67] is to study exclusive final states formed in the reaction 
(1) 
at 300 GeV/c, where the subscripts f and s denote the fastest and slowest particles in the laboratory 
and X0 represents the centrally produced system which decays into charged and neutral final states. 
The experiment was performed using the CERN n Spectrometer [68], using the Hl beam line 
[69] and follows the success of the original WA76 experiment which was carried out in 1982 with a 
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Figure 8: Central production as viewed from a) the centre of mass and b) the laboratory frame. 
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Fig. 8a shows an example of central production, as viewed in the centre-of-mass, where the 
central system is produced by a double exchange process. In the laboratory the reaction is as shown in 
fig. 8b. Reaction (1) at 300 GeV/c was selected by requiring 
1. The detection of a fast particle, which had a momentum in the range 200-300 GeV/c. 
2. The detection of a slow particle and its identification as being a proton. 
3. The requirement of transverse and longitudinal momentum balance between the incident 
proton and the outgoing particles. 
In addition to the above in order to select central production a veto was required on the 
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Figure 10: Layout of the 0' spectrometer for WA76'. 
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Figure 11: Layout of the p. - strips and scintillators used to measure the beam and the fast particle. 
The layout of the Omega Spectrometer and the trigger used to isolate reaction ( 1) are described in 
the following sections. 
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3.2 Experimental layout 
The f1 Spectrometer is a multi- user detector designed for measuring interactions with many final 
state particles. It consists of a pair of superconducting Helmholtz coils that are capable of producing a 
central field of up to 1.8 T. In WA76 and WA76' the field used was 1.35 T. The layout of the f1 
spectrometer used in experiment WA76' is shown in fig. 10 and comprises: 
1. A set of detectors to perform an accurate measurement of the incident beam direction. This 
was achieved by using four scintillator hodoscopes (2y and 2z planes) having a 1 mm width 
and partially overlapped to produce 1/3 mm logical slabs; four 50!-'m pitch 1-'- strip detectors 
(2y and 2z planes) [70] four MWPC's (2y and 2z planes) with 1 mm spacing used essentially 
to backup the hodoscopes and 1-'- strip system in case of inefficiency. The beam momentum 
was 300 Ge V /c with a momentum bite of 0.25%. 
2. A 60 em long hydrogen target and a system of scintillator hodoscopes for the definition of the 
slow proton trigger (as described below). 
3. The standard f1 set-up which consists of 16 proportional chambers (A and B) and two large 
drift chambers (DC). This layout was used to measure the medium momentum tracks leaving 
the interaction region. In addition 8 MWPC's (C) were used to measure the slow proton 
trajectory. The A chambers consist of seven modules, each module containing three planes of 
wires (Y,U,V) where Y planes are inclined vertically in the Omega system, and U,V are 
inclined at ± 10.14° to the vertical. The B and C chambers consist of eight modules, each 
module consisting of two planes (Y,U or V). The wire spacing in the A, B and C chambers is 
2 mm and the gas filling is a mixture of iso -butane and alcohol. The quality of these 
chambers is such that they run perfectly well without Freon being added to the gas filling. 
Freon is used in many MWPC's to prevent breakdown occurring. The two high precision 
drift chambers modules (DCl and 2), consist of 4 planes (Y,U,Y,V), each plane having a 
2.5 em spacing between the sense and field wires. The drift time is ::.::5 em/J.1s. 
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4. A system of 8 1-'- strip detectors (see fig. 11) placed downstream of the two drift chambers in 
two sets of 4 planes placed at ~ 6 m and ~ 10 m from the n centre in order to measure the fast 
track direction. The 6 m planes (2.5x 2.5 em) had a sequence (y,z,y,v) and the 10m planes 
(Sx 5 em) a sequence (u,z,y,y). The first y plane at 6 m was larger (Sx 5 em) than the others 
and the last y plane at 10 m was shifted by 1 em with respect to the other planes so they both 
intersected the beam line for calibration purposes. A small MWPC (one z plane, 1 mm 
spacing) (TOM) was placed at 6 m to backup inefficiencies in the pattern recognition. 
5. A forward identification system consisting of scintillator hodoscopes (H1, H2 and H3) and 
Cerenkov counters (C1 and C2) for charged particle identification (as described below), and a 
large electromagnetic calorimeter [71] for the measurement of y' s. 
Each strip of the 1-'- strip detectors is read out individually; after a hybrid charge preamplifier that 
shapes the pulse to a Gaussian with a width of 50 nsec FWHM, each signal above a selectable 
threshold is stored into the same encoding system used for the read out of the n proportional 
chambers [72]. The data are finally read out through Romulus interfaces into a VAX 780 computer. 
The Cerenkov's C1 and C2 were filled with Freon and C02 respectively, which gave 'TT/K/p 
thresholds of 3.0/10.6/19.5 GeV/c for C1 and 5.0/17.7/33.6 GeV/c for C2. This allowed particle 
identification as shown in table 6 . 
3.3 Experimental trigger 
The trigger of the experiment required: 
1. A fast particle crossing the downstream 1-' - strip telescope. This requirement was fulfilled by 
asking for a coincidence between two scintillation counters (called A1 and A 2 ) placed close to 
each set of downstream p. - strip detectors and designed to cover their acceptance. 
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Table 6: Momentum ranges for particle identification 
Particle separation 
none 
'IT from K/p 
TT from K from p 
TT/K from p 
none 
Momentum Range (GeY/c) 
0.0 to 3.0 
3.0 to 10.6 
10.6 to 19.5 
19.5 to 33.6 
above 33.6 
2. A slow particle defined by demanding a hit on any of the fourteen horizontal slabs of the slow 
proton counter (see fig. 10) (56 x 88 cm2 ), a hit in the box TS counter and ~ 1 hit on a single 
plane of the MWPC's situated on one side of the target. 
3. In order to reduce target diffraction the events were required to have no hits in the other three 
sides of the box TS counter which was left open at its front end to allow particles produced 
centrally to escape downstream. 
4. To reduce the forward diffraction or excitation the events were required to have no hits in two 
counters (DFC) of dimensions (32 x 30 cm2 ) which were placed on either side of the beam 
and just downstream of Cerenkov Cl. 
The forward 1.1. - strips and scintillation counters at 6 and 10 m were placed (see fig. 11) in such a way 
that beam particles were not crossing the 1.1. - strips but passed as close to them as possible. The beam 
crossed the two extended planes, mentioned above, so as to act as a constant monitor of the 1.1. - strip 
positions. 'Ibis layout, with the fast track accepted on the same side as the slow proton automatically 
excluded elastic scatters. 
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The data taking was performed in two periods of 17 days; the beam flux was held at 4x 106 
particles on a 4x 7 mm2 (FWHM) spot over a spill of 2.8 seconds and a total of 12 million triggers 
were recorded. The beam intensity was mostly limited by the capability of the p.- strip detectors to 
handle high intensity fluxes over periods of several weeks without a major increase in reverse currents. 
3.4 The beam 
The H 1 beam [ 69] is a secondary beam that is formed when protons that have been accelerated to 
450 GeV/c in the SPS are extracted and interact with five berylliwn targets (called the Tl target). The 
resulting beam extracted and focussed using dipole and quadrupole magnets is a high energy, high 
resolution general purpose beam. Fig. 12 shows the predicted Hl intensities of different hadrons as a 
function of the outgoing beam momentwn for 1012 protons of 450 GeV/c incident on one of the 400 
mm berylliwn targets. As can be seen, at 300 GeV/c protons are the dominant particle by two orders 
of magnitude. 
3.5 The target 
The target consisted of a 60 em long cylinder of liquid hydrogen in a mylar and aluminiwn 
container, this represented 15 % of an interaction length. A hydrogen target was used so that the 
interactions are as clean (i.e. pp) as possible without introducing any nuclear effects that a berylliwn 
target would produce. Berylliwn targets are often used so that a similar interaction length can be 
achieved in a shorter physical space which is advantageous when the reconstruction of the interaction 
vertex is required. However, in this experiment the vertex position is given to a high degree of 
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Figure 12: Intensity of hadrons as a function of outgoing beam momentum. 
3.6 Event reconstruction and data processing 
The event reconstruction has been performed by using a version of the pattern recognition and 
geometrical reconstruction program TRIDENT [73] modified for the purposes of the present 
experiment. 
The beam reconstruction has been performed by finding straight lines in the (x,z) and (x,y) 
projections after subtracting the bending due to the magnetic field. The overall reconstruction 
efficiency for finding the beam track in both projections was 98%. The main vertex has been found 
by extrapolating the beam to its intersection with the slow proton track. 
The fast track pattern recognition has been performed by using the eight ~-strip forward planes 
with the help of the TOM chamber. The algorithm involves iterating several times along the (x,y) and 
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(x,z) projections in order to use the information from the inclined strips. The resulting efficiency for 
finding the track in both projections was ~96%. 
The fast track momentum has then been computed by using the spline fit method [74] with three 
points only, i.e. the main vertex and the intersections with the 6 and 10m planes of the forward 
1-'- strips. 
For the medium momentum tracks three dimensional space points are found by combining wire 
hits in several planes at different inclinations. Several planes are necessary, firstly to increase the 
number of constraints in order to eliminate wrong combinations and secondly, to tackle possible 
chamber inefficiencies. 
The track recognition is based on a three dimensional track following technique. It is initiated in 
the drift chambers were the tracks are usually well separated by the magnetic bending. Tracks found in 
the drift chambers are extrapolated back to the A and B chambers where a fit is made to the space 
points to produce the best track hypothesis. The tracks can either converge to a main vertex or two 
tracks can converge to form a yo vertex. Any tracks not fitting to a vertex are left as extra tracks. 
TRIDENT allows for two possible geometry hypotheses if an ambiguous event is found. 
The output produced by TRIDENT was then run through a Y0 reconstruction program 
(YZERO) to find Y0 's missed by TRIDENT and through a gamma calorimeter analysis program 
(PHOENIX) that produces a neutral particle data bank. 
3. 7 Calibration of ADC pulse heights for the side detectors 
The side detector consists of three elements. Nearest the target is TS element 1 (TS 1) a 0.5 em 
thick scintillator. Then comes sixteen MWPC planes consisting of 8 y- planes and 4 each of u and 
v-planes. Finally there are the fourteen slabs of the Slow Pre· Jn Counter (SPC). Fig. 13 shows the 






Figure 13: Layout of the side detector. 
The Slow Proton Counter (SPC) is composed of 14 slabs of scintillator each of which is 2 em 
thick, 6.3 em high and 56 em long. The signal produced by a charged particle passing through each 
scintillator slab is detected by a PhotoMultiplier (PM). The BOX is composed of 8 slabs of 
scintillator, however only TS 1 is used in the side detector. TS 1 is 0.5 em thick, 60 em long and 28 em 
high. 
The signal produced in these scintillators can be used to discriminate between pions, kaons and 
protons at a fixed momentum, for momenta in the range 0.3 S P S 2.0 GeV/c. Firstly, the signals 
coming from the 14 slabs of the SPC are normalised and then added together. The resulting spectrum 
is shown in fig. 14. A clear band corresponding to slow protons can be seen. The maximum pulse 
height occurs when protons just stop in the scintillator. The line superimposed on fig. 14 shows the 
cut used to select protons from pions or kaons. Fig. 15 shows the log pulse height versus momentum 
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Figure 14: Log(ADC) vs Log(momentwn) for the SPC. 
3.8 Side detector efficiencies 
In calculating any cross sections, correction factors have to be applied to allow for inefficiencies in 
the trigger. One of these factors is the slow proton trigger and the determination of this efficiency will 
be described in this section. 
The side detector was described in the previous section and it's layout is shown in fig. 13. The 
slow proton trigger requires a hit in TS 1, a hit in plane C6Y of the MWPC and one or two slabs 
recording a hit in the SPC. In order to determine the efficiencies runs with special trigger conditions 
were used in which one of the clements of the detector was omitted from the trigger. In order to be 
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Figure 15: Log(ADC) vs Log(Momentwn) for TS 1• 
to have positive charge, have ~ 6 space points per track and have originated from the primary vertex. 
These tracks were then traced through the magnetic field map using a Runge Kutta routine [75]. 
If the track was traced successfully to the detector omitted from the trigger the electronic 
information was checked to see whether a hit had been recorded. For each track the efficiency of each 
detector was set equal to 1 if the electronic information satisfied the trigger requirement for that 
detector i.e. for the SPC the efficiency was set to 1 if the slab that had been traced to or either of the 
adjacent slabs went off. The efficiency of each detector is then given as the number of tracks with 
efficiency equal to 1 for that detector divided by the total number of tracks. 







95.6 ± 0.3% 
99.3 ± 0.1 % 
96.8 ± 0.3% 
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and the efficiency of the side detector to detect slow particles is 
TS 1 .C6Y.SPC = 91.9 ± 0.4% 
Using the cuts described in the last section the efficiencies for the elements of the side chamber 
were recalculated this time only considering slow proton tracks. The tracks used were required to have 
;::: 6 space points, originate from the main vertex, have positive charge and be identified as a proton by 
one of the other two detectors in the trigger. The tracks were traced to the SPC and were required to 
give an electronic hit in either of the adjacent slabs. The efficiency of the individual elements was 







97.8 ± 0.2% 
99.5 ± 0.1 % 
96.9 ± 0.3% 
Therefore the efficiency to detect a slow proton in the side detector is 
TS 1 .C6Y.SPC = 94.3 ± 0.4 %. 
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4. REGGE THEORY RELEVANT TO CENTRAL PRODUCTION 
4.1 Introduction 
The nuclear force which, for example, binds protons and neutrons into nuclei, is the residual 
colour polarisation force between the colourless hadrons. This force involves the exchange of coloured 
quarks and gluons. By the uncertainty principle the range of an exchanged particle of mass m is given 
by r = li/mc and so the longest range part of the p-n force is provided by the exchange of the lightest 
colourless composite object which is made up of quarks and gluons. This idea was first suggested by 
Yukawa [76] in 1935 and was followed by the subsequent discovery of the pion. 
Of course heavier states such as the p and a2 can be exchanged but these result in a shorter range. 
However in high energy hadron scattering because of the small distances involved the exchange of all 
of these particles has to be considered. A way of doing this was developed by Regge [77] in 1959. 
This chapter gives a brief overview of Regge theory and its application to double exchange processes. 
4.2 Regge theory 
If the observed mesons are regarded as qq bound states produced by an effective gluon exchange 
potential, V(r), then the radial Schrodinger equation contains the effective potential 
Vefi(r) = V(r) + !(!+ 1)/r 
where the second term is a repulsive centrifugal barrier term. Solving the Schrodinger equation gives 
! =a(m2) 
Therefore the mesons are predicted to lie on a straight line trajectory in a plot of! versus m2 which is 
found to be the case as is shown in fig. 16. 
The particle exchanged in the s-channel process AB- CD (fig. 17a) becomes the particle produced 
in the ... dual ... t-channel process AC- BD (fig. 17b). The principle of crossing symmetry states that 
these s and t channels have the same scattering amplitude [77]. Therefore just as the formation of 






Figure 16: Observed meson trajectories. 
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Figure 17: The a) sand b) "'dual' t-channcl processes. 
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A general way of parameterising this exchange was suggested by Sommerfeld [78]. The particles 
are considered to lie on a single linear trajectory 
a(t) = a 0 + a't 
so that a(t) passes through integer values off at t=ml (!=0,1,2 ... ). The pole in the lth partial wave 
is then 
Ae(t) = f3(t)/(f- a(t)) 
hence there is a "'Regge pole"' in the partial wave at f = a(t). 
The differential cross section is then [3] 
do F(t) s2a(t) -2 
(1) 
dt 
where a(t) is the leading Regge trajectory which can be exchanged. The trajectory a(t) is determined 
by plotting log(do/dt) as a function of t at different values of s. Table 7 shows some of these 
trajectories. 
Table 7: Leading Regge trajectories 
Trajectory 
'" p or a2 
w or f2(1270) 
</> or f2(1520) 
a(t) 





Experimentally [3] the high energy forward elastic cross section is found to remain approximately 
constant with s. If Regge pole exchange is the dominant mechanism then from (I) it must have 
a(O) = 1. However as can be seen from table 7 the known quark trajectories have a(O)::::O.S. Also, 
elastic cross sections at high s are found to be independent of the flavour of the hadrons, and hence it 
is generally believed that the trajectory with a(O) = I, called the Pomeron, represents gluon exchange 
[79]. Since no net colour can be transferred the minimum contribution is two gluon exchange. 
Although there has been progress in a fundamental understanding of hadron interactions in terms 
of quarks and gluons in the formulation of QCD, the solutions found thus far are only in the 
perturbative region of the theory e.g. in deep inelastic scattering. Efforts at developing a 
non-perturbative QCD theory are nowhere near producing a meaningful phenomenology. Instead the 
only phenomenological approach available is through the use of Regge theory. 
4.3 Double Pomeron Exchange 
A fundamental fact of high energy experiments is that elastic scattering and other processes which 
do not involve the exchange of quantum numbers are characterised by approximately constant cross 
sections at high energies. These processes may be accommodated in the framework of Regge theory 
by introducing the concept of the Pomeron, which is thought to be a multi-gluon state. 
Regardless of its gluonic content it can be shown that the Pomeron must have isotopic spin zero 
and positive G parity [80]. Therefore the Pomeron is said to have the quantum numbers of the 
vacuum. However this is misleading as it could indicate that the Pomeron has spin zero which is not a 
necessary condition [ 81]. 
There has been extensive experimental work done on single particle inclusive cross sections of the 
type A+B-A+X (fig.l8) where the outgoing particle A has Feynman x close to 1 [82]. This 
process exhibits a large peak in the inclusive cross section for low masses of the system X. The 
dependence of the cross section, corresponding to this peak, on the centre-of-mass energy .Js and the 




Figure 18: The inclusive process A+ B-A+ X. 
A possible way of selecting the Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE) process (see appendix C) is to 
observe the reaction 
AB-AB+X, 
where the outgoing hadroru A and B have lxFI?; 0.9. From appendix C it can be seen that by using 
these cuts the mass of the central system (M) is restricted to be 
M S O.l.Js, 
where .Js is the centre-of-mass energy. Therefore at low .Js a cut on the Feyrunan x of the two 
hadroru produces a very restricted mass range. 
A more useful method of enhancing the DPE signal is to place a cut on the four-momentwn 
transfer (t) at each vertex. From appendix C, 
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- a(OPE) - 1.6- O.S!tl - 3.31tl 
= (1- x) e 
a(BGNO) 
and hence the OPE signal is enhanced at low It!. 
These predictions will be investigated in the next section where cuts will be used in an attempt to 
select the OPE and non-OPE (BGNO) regions of the WA76 data. 
















In order to investigate the OPE signal in the WA 76 data the selection criteria described in the last 











is described in reference [84] for the 85 GeY/c data and in reference [85] for the 300 GeV/c data. Fig. 
19 shows the Feynman XF distribution for the slow proton, the 'IT+'IT- system and the fast proton 
respectively, for the 300 GeV/c data. The majority of the events have the 'IT+'IT- system concentrated 
in the region of lxpl < 0.2. 
The 'IT+ 'IT- channel is of interest because of the presence of the I= l p(770) meson which can not 
be formed in DPE and can only be formed in the exchange of at least one Reggeon. Fig. 20a and b 
show the 'IT+ 'IT- spectra at 85 and 300 Ge V /c respectively. The p(770) signal is clearly suppressed in the 
300 GeY/c data. This is consistent with the idea that Reggeon exchange should be suppressed at 
higher centre-of-mass energies. 
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Figure 20: The 'IT+'IT- mass spectrum for a) the 85 and b) the 300 GeV/c data. 
The increase in DPE events with energy can be seen by plotting the variables Z1 versus Z2 , as 
defined in appendix C, for the two energies as shown in fig. 21a and b for the 85 and 300 GeY/c data 
N 
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respectively. As can be seen more of the events lie in the OPE region for the 300 GeV/c data than for 
the 85 GeV/c data. 
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Figure 21: Z 1 vs Zz for the'"+'"- channel at a) 85 and b) 300 GeV/c. The lines correspond to 
xp = 0.9. 
z2 
If a cut is placed on the Feynman x of the two outgoing protons in the 300 GeV/c data of 
jxp I~ 0. 9, so as to define the D PE region then the resulting '"+ w- spectrum is shown in fig. 22a. 
Fig. 22b shows the spectra when one of the protons has lxpiS0.9 which represents BGND events. 
Clearly the p(770) is produced dominantly in the BGND region. 
Due to the fact that 
a cut of jxpl~0.9 on the 85 GeV/c data is not very useful as the maximum w+w- mass then is only 
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Figure 22: The 'IT+'IT- mass spectrum at 300 GeV/c for a) the OPE and b) the BGNO regions. 
The models for OPE also predict a dependence on the four-momentum transferred (t). Fig. 23a 
shows the w + w- spectra for the case where both the slow and fast vertices have It! S 0.15 and fig. 23b 
when both have It!> 0.15 (GeV)2 • The p(770) is produced predominantly at high it! which is 
consistent with the prediction that OPE should be dominant at low It!. 
4.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, Regge theory predicts that OPE should be dominant 
l. at high centre-of-mass energies, 
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Figure 23: The '"+'"- mass spectrum for the case where both the fast and slow vertices have a) 
Jtl < 0.15 GeV2 and b) Jtl > 0.15 GeV2 • 
3. when the four-momentum transferred at the exchange vertices is small. 
By studying the'"+'"- spectrum in WA76 and by using the presence of the pas a measure of the 
amount of non-OPE type events it would seem that the WA76 data has a large OPE content and by 
suitable cuts the D PE signal to background can be increased. 
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5.1 Introduction 
As was discussed in chapter 2, there is some uncertainty as to the number of states present in 
the (KK'IT)0 mass spectrum around 1.4 GeV/c2 • The interest in this region is that one of these states 
could be a glueball or hybrid [24]. A state is observed in radiative JN decays with a mass of 
1.46 GeV/c2 and a spin parity analysis favours JPC = o- + [28]. A spin 1 object is observed in two 
photon physics with a mass of 1.42 GeV/c2 [33]. In hadronic experiments both a o- + state [26], and 
a 1 + + state [30] [31] have been observed with a mass of 1.42 GeV/c2 • The 1 + + state, the E/f1(1420), 
was thought to be the s s isoscalar member of the 1 + + nonet. However, it is not seen inK- incident 
experiments where instead an object with JPC= 1 + + is observed at 1.526 GeY/cz [32]. It has been 
suggested that this last state, the D'(1530), is the ss member of the 1 + + nonet. If so, then a possible 
explanation of the state at 1.42 GeV/c2 is that it is a gluonic or four quark state [39]. 
The following two chapters describe an analysis of the K0 sK±'"+ channel from experiment 
WA76 at 300 GeV/c. 
The reaction 
PP- Pf (K0 sK±.,.+) Ps• 
has been isolated from the sample of events having four outgoing tracks plus a reconstructed yo by 
first imposing the following cuts on the components of missing momentum, 
!missing Pxl < 20.0 GeV/c. 
!missing Pyl < 0.16 GeV/c. 
!missing Pzl < 0.08 GeV/c. 
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Figure 24: Missing momentum distributions for the four prong plus Y0 events. 
a) Missing transverse momentum distribution 
b) Missing longitudinal momentum distribution after a cut on the missing PT 
Fig. 24a shows the total missing PT where a clear signal of candidate 4C events can be seen. 
Fig. 24b shows the resulting longitudinal missing momentum after placing a cut on the missing PT, a 
clear peak can be seen which is centred at zero and there is very little background. 
The momentum imbalance that results from these cuts is due mainly to the fast track. Therefore 
the fast track's momentum is recalculated to produce a completely momentum balanced system. The 
slow particle is identified as a slow proton by applying a cut to the pulse heights in the S PC and the 
TS as a function of momentum as described in chapter 3. 
For this sample of 4C events the effective mass of the yo is calculated assuming that the two 
decay particles are pions. Fig. 2Sa shows the resulting mass spectrum for the Y0 's from TRIDENT 
















region 0.47"< m('IT+"'-) < 0.52 GeY/c1 . is 2.7 for the TRIDENT data and 0.5 for the YZERO data. 
The K0 's from the YZERO program have a much worse signal to background because as well as 
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Figure 25: Effective mass spectrum for the Y0 's, assuming two pions for, a) TRIDENT and b) 
YZERO data. 
The following cuts have been applied to the Y0 's from the YZERO program in order to remove 
the false Y0 's and hence improve the signal to background in the K0 region, while retaining as much of 
the K0 signal as possible. 
1. Reject all those YZERO events that have decay distances less than 5 em. 
2. Reject all the remaining YZERO data if the momentum angle, which is the angle between the 
vector defining the main vertex to the secondary vertex and the Y0 momentum vector, is 
greater than 1°. 
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Although these cuts reduce the signal by a factor of 2 the signal to background is much improved. 
Fig. 26 shows the total11+1r- mass distribution after the cuts on the VZERO data. A good K0 signal 
is seen. A fit to the mass spectnun (not shown) using a Gaussian and a linear background gives 
The reaction 
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Figure 26: Effective mass distribution of the 11 + 11- pairs. 
was then selected from those events that balance momentum and have a K0 by using energy 
conservation. A cut was placed on the ll function which is defined to be : -
= MM2(PfPs) - M2(KK11) 
= (Ebeam + Etarget - Eslow- Efast>2 
- (Pbeam + Ptarget- Pslow- Pfast)2 
- (EKo + E+ -E - )2 
+ (PKo + p + - p - )z 
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of I~ I ~ 1.6 (GeV/cz)z. 
The A function was calculated twice for each event for the two hypotheses i.e. K + 1r- and K -'lr +. 
The cut on the A function could give three possible results, 
1. Neither combination passed the cut in which case the event was rejected. 
2. Only one combination passed the cut in which case the Cerenkov information, if any, was 
required to be compatible with this combination. 
3. Both combinations passed the cut in which case the Cerenkov information, if any was used to 
give the particles an unambiguous mass assignment. 
The remaining events (28.8% of the total) had an ambiguous mass assignment. 
In order to reduce the number of ambiguous events the Ehrlich mass [86] has been calculated for 
the V0 and one of the charged particles assuming the other to be a pion. The mass is given by 
where 
B = 
4(Pyoz + P ± 2 + B) 
CEtarget + Ebeam - Efast - Eslow - E+)2 
(Pyo.z + p ± z) . 
The mass is calculated twice for each ambiguous event and is shown in fig. 27. A clear peak can 
be seen at the kaon mass squared which is the signature of the K°K± channel. A cut was placed on 
the Ehrlich mass to define each combination as K°K± or K 01r±. An unambiguous mass assignment 
was given to those events which had only one mass combination in the kaon mass squared region. If 
both combinations had a mass squared less than 0.1 (GeV/c2) 2 , the events was assumed to be a% 
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Figure 27: The Ehrlich mass squared for V0a± with b+ having the mass of a'"· 
event where 2w's had been misidentified as coming from a V0 and the event was rejected. If both mass 
combinations fell in the K°K± region (6.8 % of the total) both combinations were used in the 
following analysis. 
Fig. 28 shows the K0sK±.,.+ effective mass spectrum (3808 events) where the events that have an 
ambiguous K±.,.+ mass assignment are plotted twice (6.8 % of the events). A fit to this spectrum 
using two Breit-Wigners and a background of the form a(m -mth)bexp( -em -dm2 ) (where m is the 
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Figure 28: K0 sK ±'" + mass spectrum. The superimposed curve is the result of the fit described 
in the text. 
and widths of3 
M1 = 1278 ± 2 MeV/c2 r 1 = 25 ± 4 MeV/cz 
M2 = 1429 ± 3 MeV/c2 r 2 = 58 ± 8 MeV/cz 
In the 85 GeV/c data [31] a similar fit to the K0 sK±'"+ mass spectrum yielded:-
Ml = 1279 ± 2 MeV/c2 r 1 = 32 ± 3 MeVjcZ 
Mz = 1425 ± 2 M.eVjc2 r z = 62 ± s MeV/c2 I 
and a spin- parity analysis of these resonances led them to be identified as the f1 ( 1285) and the 
3 The errors on masses, widths and number of evenu in this thesis have been calculated using the ·EQ· method which is 
described in appendix D. 
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5.4 Geometrical acceptance for the K 0 sK ±'IT+ channel 
In order to study the geometrical acceptance of the apparatus 20000 events consisting of a fast, a 
slow, two positive and two negative tracks have been generated using event mixing of real events 
coming from the 4rr channel. Initially the four central particles were assumed to be 'IT's. The effective 
mass of the 'IT+ 'IT- pairs was calculated and the event was only accepted if one pair had an effective 
mass compatible with being a K0 i.e. 0.45 < m('IT+'IT-) < 0.55 GeV/c2 • For these events the two 'IT's 
were combined to form a K0 , which was allowed to decay exponentially with its proper lifetime. The 
remaining two tracks were assigned the kaon mass and pion mass so as to form K0 sK+'IT- and 
K0 sK-'IT+ systems. 
Each event was rotated around the x axis ( 4>) and translated in the target, to produce for each 
event ten different values of q, and vertex position. Each track was traced through the apparatus and 
the trigger conditions were applied to the event to see whether or not it would have been accepted. 
The acceptance as a function of the K0 sK±'IT+ effective mass has been calculated and shows a 
smooth decrease with increasing mass. The acceptance has been fitted using a third order polynomial 
and is shown in fig. 29. The equivalent curve for the 85 GeV/c data is shown in fig. 30. 
The geometrical acceptance of the apparatus has also been evaluated over the Dalitz plot of the 
K0 sK±'IT+ system in the f1(1285) (1.25 to 1.32 GeV/c2 ) and the f1(1420) (1.37 to 1.49 GeV/c
2
) 
regions and is found to be flat in the two regions. Therefore there is no need to apply weights to the 
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Figure 30: Geometrical acceptance as a function of KRw effective mass for the 85 GeV/c data. 
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6. SPIN PARITY ANALYSIS 
6.1 Introduction 
A full partial wave analysis of the central system that is formed in a two particle exchange process 
and has a three body decay has never been successfully done. The problem arises due to the unknown 
nature of the two exchanged particles. There have been several attempts where assumptions have been 
made about the spin of the exchanged particles but due to these assumptions the outcome of the 
analysis has led to a bias of certain waves. The only successful analysis used to date is a Dalitz plot 
analysis using the Zemach Formalism (87] where only the decay vertex is considered. 
In this formalism the decay of a system X to three pseudoscalar particles a, b and c is assumed to 
proceed through an intermediate state of two particles, which then decays to give the observed three 
body final state. 
X-Y+c 
Y-a+b 
'This is known as the Standard Isobar model [88] m which the particle Y with spin S is 
represented by a traceless symmetric tensor of rank S constructed in momentum space. 
Table 8 shows the matrix elements for these tensors up to spin 2, in terms of p11 = a11 - b11 and 
q11 = a11 + b11 where a11 and b11 are the energy-momentum four-vectors of particles a and b. 
The spin-parity (Jp) of particle X is then constructed by calculating the coupling of particle c to 
Yin terms of the momentum of c cP) and the angular momentum (L) between them. Table 9 gives 
an example of these constructions for spin 0 and 1, where tis the three vector part of T 111(p,q) in the 
centre of mass of X. 
To get the matrix element for the decay of X the tensors in table 9 have to be multiplied by the 
Breit-Wigner corresponding to the intermediate resonance Y. In the case where the intermediate 
resonance can be present in several charge states the total amplitude is the sum of the individual 
amplitudes multiplied by the appropriate Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of lsospin. 
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An e.JWnple of the construction of the Tensors describing state X. 
L s Tensor 
0 0 scalar 
1 -1 !J> 
0 1 t 
1 0 -!?..-... _. ... _. 
2 1 p(t.p) - (p.p)t/3 
For the K0sK±1T+ channel the state Y can either be a K* or a B(aa(980)) in which case c is 
either a K or 1T respectively. Since the K* resonance can also occur as a i(* the final matrix element 
describing the decay into a K*K plus charge conjugate system is:-
M = (l/..j6)(BW1 .M1 + G.BWz.M2) 
where BW 1 and BW 2 are the Breit-Wigner functions describing the K* and K• decays respectively, the 
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factor ( 1 I :j 6) is a C1e bsch Gordan coefficient4 and G is related to the C parity of the parent particle by 
C = (-1)IG 
i.e. the interference between the K"' K. and K."'K is fixed by G Parity. 
6.1.1 The Breit-Wigner used for the K"''s 





f(q) = r 0 (q/qo)2L+ 1(2qo2/(qo2+q2)) 
qo = .j(A(mo 2 .In,r 2 ,mK2)/(2mo) 
q = .j(A(m2 .In,r 2 ,mK2)/(2m) 
A(a,b,c) =a2 + b2 +c2- 2ab-2ac-2bc 
"' "' 2 and m0 = m(K ) = 0.8921 GeV/c2, m = m(K'IT) and r 0 = f(K ) = 0.0513 GeV/c . 
6.1.2 The Breit-Wigner used for the 6 
The Breit-Wigner for the decay of the 6 is different due to the fact that it has two decay modes, 
TI'IT and KK and it is near threshold in the latter. This means that a coupled channel Breit-Wigner has 
to be used. The formalism used [90] is as follows :-
BW(6) = 0 Below KK threshold. 
BW(6) = above threshold 
where IIlo = m(6), r 1 = f(TI'~~"), r 2 = f(KK) and m = m(KK). 
4 The fmal state K°K±v+ can proceed through a neutral or charged K* state. Then the Clebsch Gordan coefficient is given by 
(1/.J2)(1K*0 >IK0 > + IK*±>IK+>) = (1/.J6)(1K*>IK>) 
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f(7J'1T)~~q7J and f(KK_)=gK...j(mz/4- mKz}, where ~(gK) is the coupling constant squared 
for the resonance coupling to the 7T7l(KK) channels. q7J is the decay momentwn of the mass minto a 
7T7l system and is given by 
q7J = .j(m4 _ (~ + Ill.rr)4}/(2m) 
with m(8) = 0.979 GeV/cz and r(7J'1T) = 0.051 GeV/cz [91] and the SU(3) prediction [92] of 2/3 has 
been used for the ratio Sry/gK· 
6.2 Decay matrix elements for the KK'IT channel. 
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'Coup. ChioU: coupled channel amplilude of the 5 me~n 
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In a "Dalitz plot analysis of the K0 sK±'IT+ channel either K*K. and K.*K or K* chK and K* neK 
can be used to describe the intermediate state. G parity eigenstates have a Dalitz plot population which 
is symmetric in all K'" combinations (appendix E). Therefore the G parity of the decaying state can be 
found whichever combination is used. 
Different K* chK and K* neK production is expected from background events, therefore 
incoherent K*K production shows up as an asymmetry between the K* ch and K* ne projections of the 
Dalitz plot. However this method does not allow the interference term between two different G parity 
states to be seen but if the individual states are correctly normalised this does not stop the two states 
being identified separately. 
The relative merits of each combination are discussed in appendix E. In this analysis the K* chK 
and K* neK combination has been used due to the fact that this allows better signal to background 
separation but for completeness the method has been repeated in the f1 (1420) region using K*K. and 
K.*K. The decay matrix elements for a resonance X to decay to K* chK + K* neK or 8'1T are given in 
table 10. 
An element of phase space for a three body decay is 
dt~~ 3 = (l/32'1T 3) dE2dE3 
Therefore in the E2E3 plane, i.e. on a Dalitz plot of S13 versus S121 the density of phase space is 
constant. The density of points on the Dalitz plot will be given by 
D = IMI2 
However these densities are not normalised to one another and although this is not a problem if there 
is only one wave, if two or more waves need to be superimposed a correct normalisation between 
them is required. 
In order to normalise all the waves it is necessary to compute the integrals of each wave in the 
total Lorentz invariant phase space. These integrals are mass dependent and have been calculated over 
the mass range 1.2 to 1.76 GeV/c2 in steps of 0.01 GeV/c2 • 
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The integrals are calculated using FOWL [93], which is a program which uses the Monte Carlo 
method to calculate phase space distributions arising from particle interactions. The total 
centre-of-mass energy is given as input to FOWL which calculates the four-momenta of the three 
outgoing particles, together with a weight which is related to the phase space distributions. These 
four-momenta are then used as input to the Zemach amplitudes so as to generate the matrix elements 
squared for the waves in question. These waves are then weighted by the FOWL weight and are 
summed. The normalisation integral for each wave is then given by : -
~. WT(FOWL) IM(waveW 
Norm lnt(wave) = 
~WT(FOWL) 
Waves of the same spin-parity decaying to K* chK + K* neK and 8'" can interfere. The 
normalisation of these waves is explained in the following section. 
6.2.1 Normalisation of interference terms 
Consider two complex amplitudes A and B which are normalised by 
J IAI 2 d4 E = J IBI 2 d4E = 1 
If the two amplitudes are present such that the observed intensity is given by :-
lA + ei'~>Bi 2 = IAI 2 + IBI 2 + 2cosq>Re(AB*) + 2sinq>Im(AB*) 
then the normalised intensity is 
i(A/x) + ei'~>(B/yW 
= (IAI2 /x2) + (IBI 2 /yZ) + 2cosq>(Re(AB*)/xy) + 2sinq>(lm(AB*)/xy) 
where 
x2 = fiAI 2d4 E and y2 = fiBI 2d4 E 
The total set of waves for which normalisation integrals have been calculated are given in table 11. 
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Table 11: Complete set of waves used 
0- + s 8u 0- + p K"'K 
0- + Re(SP) 0-+ hn(SP) 
1+ + p 8u 1+ + s K"'K 
1+ + Re(SP) 1+ + hn(SP) 
1+ + D K"'K 
1+ + Re(SD) 1+ + hn(SD) 
1+ + Re(PD) 1+ + hn(PD) 
1- + p K"'K 
2-+ D 8u 2-+ p K"'K 
2-+ Re(PD) 2-+ hn(PD) 
2+ + D K"'K 
1+- s K"'K 
1++1+- Real(int) 1++1+- hn(int) 
6.3 Fit to the Dalitz plot using a maximum likelihood function 
Often in experiments an observation is made of a quantity "x" which is related to some parameter 
'"a'" by a probability distribution P(a,x). From this distribution the quantity 
L(a) = II P(a,Xi) 
is formed where the Xi's are the events observed in an experiment. The likelihood method consists of 
choosing the best estimate of "a' so as to maximise L(a) [94] (see appendix D). 
In this case the Xi's are the Zemach amplitudes, as calculated from the observed particle 
four-momenta, and "a' is the amount of each amplitude. The overall probability to be fitted is of the 
form:-
The log likelihood, which is given by :-
Ln(L(a)) = ~Ln(P(a,Xi)), 
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is calculated and the negative log likelihood is minimised using MINUIT [95] to give the amount of 
each wave required in the fit. 
The physical events are read in, the waves are computed and are normalised using the 
normalisation integrals. The negative log likelihood function is calculated for the waves being 
considered and is minimised to give the fractions of each wave. A fit using all 22 waves simultaneously 
is impractical. Therefore a fit has to be made in an iterative manner using sets of waves. 
6.3. 1 A fit to the f1 ( 1285) region 
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Figure 31: Dalitz plot for the mass region 1.25-1.32 GeV/c2 • 
Fig. 31 shows the Dalitz plot for the region, defined as 
1.25 s M(K0 sK±'"+) s 1.32 GeV/c2 , which has 200 entries. The f1(1285) region is the simplest as 
the only isobar available is the 8 because this region is below K*K threshold. The only states that are 
















The tliree waves were initially fitted separately using a probability function defined as :-
where ( 1 - x) represents the background. The fits show that the best solution is for 70 ± 6 % 1 + + 81r 
with 30 % phase space background. Introducing a 0- + wave in addition to the 1 + + wave does not 
improve the log likelihood of the fit significantly. 
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Figure 32: Dalitz plot projections for the mass region 1.25-1.32 GeY/c2 with fit using 70% 1 + + P 
wave. 
The results of the fit have been given as input to a Monte Carlo FOWL program which computes 
the Dalitz plot density for 70% 1 + + 8fT with a 30% background. The results of this simulation are 
superimposed on the Dalitz plot projections in fig. 32 and shows good agreement. 
Therefore we conclude that we are observing the f1(1285) and that no other wave is required. 'This 
agrees with the results obtained at 85 GeY/c [31]. 
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6.3.2 A fit to the f1(1420) region 
The f1(1420) region is more complicated than the f1(1285) region as not only can the decay 
proceed through either the K*K. or~'" channels but interference can also occur between the two decay 
modes. 
Fig. 33 shows the Dalitz plot, with projections, m the f1(1420) region defined as 
1.37 ~ M(K0 sK±'IT+) ~ 1.49 GeV/c2 • There are 671 events in the plot and well defined K* bands 
can be seen. The K* bands are equally populated which implies that very little incoherent K* 
production is occurring. Therefore incoherent K* waves have been excluded from the fit. 
It is interesting to compare the experimental Dalitz plot with those generated by Monte Carlo for 
pure JPC waves which are shown in fig. 34. The Dalitz plot for the data from the f1 (1420) region, 
shown in fig. 33, is similar to the 1 + + K*K. wave shown in fig. 34d. 
The f1 (1420) region has been fitted in 40 MeV/c
2 slices from 1.33 to 1.69 GeV/c2 so that the 
behaviour of the resonance and the background can be studied. Full interference between waves 
having the same spin-parity has been allowed. Interference was also allowed between the 1 + + and 1 +-
K*K. waves. 
The fit shows that the 1 + +(K*K) is the dominant wave. The addition of o- + or any other waves 
up to J equals 2 does not increase the log likelihood within the errors. A fit including 0- + and 1 + + S 
waves is shown in fig. 35. If the f1(1420) region is defined as 1.37 ~ M(K0 sK±.,+) ~ 1.49 GeV/c2 
then the percentage of each wave present is 
(3 ± 2)% 
(56± 4)% 
Therefore it is concluded that the o- + waves are consistent with zero and only the 1 + + wave is 
needed. A fit with 1 + + and phase space only gives 
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Figure 33: a) Dalitz plot with b),c) K'IT and d)KK projections for the mass region 1.37- 1.49 GeV. 
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with 42 %. background which is consistent with a fit to the total mass spectrum. The result of a 
Monte Carlo simulation based on the results of this fit is shown superimposed on the Dalitz plot 
projections in fig. 33 and shows good agreement. 
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Figure 35: Result of the Dalitz plot analysis. 
Therefore the data can be well described by using only a 1 + + S (K"'K) wave and we conclude 
that we are observing the f1(1420) and no other wave is required. 
An investigation of the stability of the fit with changes in the parameterisation of the coupled 
channel decay of the tS has been carried out. The partial decay width of the tS to 7J7T has been varied 
between 30 and 80 MeV/c2 and the ratio of gK/~ has been changed between 1.0 and 2.0. The 
outcome of the fit, determined by the amount of each wave required, appears to be stable within these 
limits. 
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The fits have been repeated on the acceptance corrected data. The conclusion that only the 1 + + 
wave is required remains unchanged. 
The fits have been repeated using a Dalitz plot analysis where the combinations are plotted 
according to their strangeness rather than their charge. The best fit is again found to be for 58 % 1 + + 
K*K with no other wave required. The K* versus K"' Dalitz plot is shown in fig. 36 with projections. 
The result of a Monte Carlo simulation based on the results of the fit is shown superimposed on the 
Dalitz plot projections and shows good agreement. 
6.4 Comparison of the 85 and 300 GeV fc K0sK ±'IT+ channels 
In the K0 sK±'I'T+ channel at 85 [31] and 300 GeV/c a spin-parity analysis has determined that the 
two states observed are the f1(1285) decaying to 6'1'T and the f1(1420) decaying to K*K. 
In order to compare the reaction pp-pf(K0 sK±'I'T+) Ps at the two energies, a cut has been 
placed on the Feynrnan x of the K0 sK±'I'T+ system to select a region for which the acceptance is good 
for both experiments. The cut used is lxpl ~ 0.15. The K0 sK±'I'T+ mass distributions have been 
corrected for geometrical acceptance as shown in figs. 37 and 38 for the 85 and 300 GeV/c data 
respectively. The method used to calculate the errors is given in appendix D. 
The two spectra have been added together and fitted using two Breit-Wigners and the background 
described above. The masses and widths of the two resonances are determined by the fit and are given 
in table 12. The 85 and 300 GeV/c data have then been fitted separately using these parameters and 
the number of events belonging to the f1(1285) and the f1(1420) resonances have been determined from 
the fit. The results are given in table 12. 
The ratio (R) of the number of f1(1285) events to the number of f1(1420) events has been 
calculated for the: two sets of data, 
at 85 GeV/c R = 0.58 ± 0.07 
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Figure 36: a) Daliu plot with b),c) K11 and d)KR projections for the mass region 1.37- 1.49 GeV. 
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Figure 38: K0 sK±fT+ acceptance corrected mass distributions for the 300 GeV/c data, with fit . 
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-
This suggests that the energy dependence of the f1 ( 1285) production is different from that of the 
In order to investigate the energy dependence of the f1(1285) and the f1(1420) individually the 
cross sections are calculated in the following section. 
Table 12: Masses, widths and number of events from a fit to the acceptance corrected 
K0sK±'"+ spectra. 
For the combined data 
fl(1285) 
fl(l420) 
6.5 Cross sections 
Mass 
MeV/c2 
1280 ± 2 
1426 ± 2 
Number of events 
85GeV/c 
375 ± 29 
645 ± 59 
Width 
MeV/c2 
28 ± 4 
62 ± 8 
300GeV/c 
389 ± 36 
1156 ± 58 
In order to calculate the cross sections for the f1(1285) and f1(1420), in addition to the losses due 
to the geometrical acceptance corrected for in the previous section, the losses due to the slow proton, 
selection cuts, detector efficiencies etc. have to be calculated. 
13. 
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The 1osses that have been considered are given below and the nwnerical values are given in table 
1. Losses due to the cuts on the components of missing momentwn, Delta function and Ehrlich 
mass. 
2. The slow proton geometrical acceptance, which is constant as a function of the K0 gK±'1T+ 
effective mass. 
3. Losses due to the slow protons being absorbed in the target. This loss shows up as a 
depletion of events near zero in the four-momentwn transferred at the slow vertex. 
4. The efficiency of the slow proton detector and the A 1 and A2 scintillation counters. 
5·, Losses due to inefficiencies in the reconstruction program. This loss can be calculated by 
scanning events. 
6. Losses due to charged kaon decay resulting in an unambiguously identified event from the ll 
function being rejected by Cerenkov information. 
7. Corrections due to the K0 branching ratio and unseen decay modes. 
After taking into account these losses and using the nwnber of f1(1285) and f1(1420) events 
calculated in the last section, the cross sections are found to be 
85 GeV/c: a(f1(1285)) = 230±70 nb a(f1(1420)) = 400± 125 nb 
300 GeV/c : a(f1(1285)) = 135±40 nb a(f1(1420)) = 400± 110 nb 
These results indicate that the f1(1285) cross section decreases with incident momentwn while the 
f1 ( 1420) cross section remains constant. 
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Table 13: Correction factors 
85 GeV/c 300GeV/c 
Selection 
Cuts 1.9 1.8 
Slow proton 
Geometrical acceptance 8.6 8.6 
and 
low t losses 1.4 1.7 
Detector inefficiencies 1.4 1.25 
Reconstruction program 1.25 1.25 
K± decay 1.1 1.15 
Kos-'IT+'IT- 1.46 1.46 
Ko-Kos or KoL 2.0 2.0 
Sensitivity events/nb 208 400 
6.6 Conclusions 
Clear f1(1285) and f1 (1420) signals are seen in the K
0sK±'IT+ channel with masses and widths 
f1(1285) m = 1278±2 MeV/c2 r = 25±4 MeV/c2 , 
f1(1420) m = 1429±3 MeV/c2 r = 58±8 MeV/c2 • 
A spin-parity analysis shows that both are 1 + + states. The f1(128S) is foWld to decay via 8'11" while the 
f1 ( 1420) is foWld to decay only to K•K, no o- + wave being required to describe the data. The energy 
dependence for the production of the f1(1285) is not the same as that for the f1(1420) and it is foWld 
that the cross section for the f1 (1420) remains constant as a function of incident momentum. 
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7.1 Introduction 
As was discussed in chapter 2, the 4'4' channel is of interest due to the claimed observation of 
three JPC = 2+ + states [57]. One or more of these states could be a glueball. Tills chapter describes 
an analysis of the 4'4' channel observed in experiment WA76 at 300 GeV/c. 
7.2 Selection of the channel K + K- K + K-
Events corresponding to the reaction 
PP-Pf(K+K-K+K-) Ps 
were selected from charge balancing six-prong events, using the momentum cuts !Missing 
Pxl < 20.0 GeV/c, !Missing Pyl < 0.16 GeV/c and !Missing Pzl < 0.06 GeV/c, where the x-axis is 
along the beam direction. 
Information from the Cerenkov counters was used to ensure that at least one of the centrally 
produced particles was a kaon or ambiguous kaon/proton and that none of the centrally produced 
particles was a positively identified pion. A pulse-height momentum correlation in a system of 
scintillation counters was used to ensure that the slow particle was a proton. 
The method of Ehrlich et al. [86], modified for four tracks, has been used to compute the mass 
squared of the four central particles (assumed to be equal). The resulting distribution is shown in 
fig. 39, fitted with an exponential and a Gaussian, where a signal of the four kaon channel can be seen 
at 0.24 (GeV/c2) 2 • A cut on the mass squared of 
0.18 < M2 < 0.32 (GeV/c2) 2 
has been used to select a sample of 4K events. 
The four possible K + K- mass combinations are plotted in fig. 40, where a clear 4' signal can be 
seen. A fit has been performed to this spectrum where the 4J is represented by a Breit-Wigner 
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Figure 39: The Ehrlich mass squared distribution for the four charged particles. 
where m is the K + K- mass, mth is the threshold mass and a,b,c and d are fit parameters. This gave 
the following results 
m(f#l)= 1019.1±0.8 MeV/c2 
a( Gaussian)= 3.3±0.5 MeV/c2 
f(Breit-Wigncr) = 4.22 MeV/c2 (fixed) 
The Feynman XF distribution is shown in fig. 41 for the !pK+K- system, where the central events lie 
within lxpl < 0.2. 
Fig. 42 shows the K + K- vs K + K- lego plot, which indicates strong 1#1111 production. By selecting 
one K + K- mass to lie within a band around the 111 mass (from 1.008-1.030 Ge V /c2 ) and plotting the 
effective mass of the other pair, the spectrum of fig. 43 was produced. The large Ill signal with little 
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Figure 40: The K + K- mass spectrum (four combinations per event) The curve shows the result 
of a fit using a convoluted Breit-Wigner and Gaussian with a background described in 
the text. 
The number of events in nine regions around the <fl4J position in the K + K- scatter plot are shown 
in fig. 44; no event has more than one entry in this region. From these numbers and applying a 
correction for the tails of the <fl, the total number of </14> events is found to be 39± 8. 
The 4>4J effective mass spectrum is shown in fig. 45 for the events in the central bin of fig. 44, and 
shows an accumulation near threshold similar to that observed at 85 GeV/c [96]. The combined 
spectrum for 85 and 300 GeV/c is shown in fig. 46. The curve indicates the shape of the 4J4> mass 
spectrum observed in the reaction 
(1) 
at 22 GeV/c [57], which consists of three 2+ + states. The 4J4J mass distribution observed in central 
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Figure 41: XF distribution for the 41K+K- system, and the fast and slow particles. The shaded 










Figure 42: Lego Plot of one K + K- mass against the other (two entries per event). 






















Figure 43: K + K- effective mass of one K + K- combination after selecting the other to lie in the <P 
mass band. 
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Figure 44: Scatter table of one K + K- mass against the other in the <P<P region. 
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Figure 46: <1><1> effective mass spectrum for the combined 85 and 300 GeV/c data. The curve 
superimposed is described in the text. 
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7.3 A spin analysis of the cpcp system 
The angular distributions of the 4K system can be used to determine the spin·parity of the 
intermediate qup state using a method formulated by Chang and Nelson [97] and Trueman [98]. Tiuee 
angles have to be considered: the azimuthal angle x. between the two q, decay planes and the two polar 
angles 81 and 8 2 of the K + decays in their respective q, rest frames relative to the q, momenta in the q,q, 
rest frame. 
For a q,q, sample of unique spin-parity and free of background the distribution of x takes the form 
dN/dx = 1 + (3cos(2x) 
where 13 is a constant which depends only on the spin-parity of the q,q, system and is independent of its 
polarisation. 
Table 14: The P and ~ values for different spins of the q,q, system 
JP L s 
o• 0 0 2/3 0 
o• 2 2 1/3 1 
o- 1 1 -1 -1 
1- 1 1 0 1/2 
1+ 2 2 0 1/2 
2+ 0 2 1/15 0 
2+ 2 0 2/3 0 
2+ 2 2 2/21 3/14 
2- 1 1 -2/5 -1/10 
r 3 1 -3/5 -2/3 
Similarly 
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Figure 47: The x and cos8 distributions for a),b) the 85 GcV/c data and c),d) the 300 GeV/c 










Values o{f3 and ~ for different spin-parity states are given in table 14. [99]. Fig. 47 shows the x and 
cosO distributions for the 85 and 300 GeV/c data. The cpcp system observed in radiative JN decays [59] 
is dominated by JP = o- while the cpcp system observed in reaction (1) is dominated by JP = 2+ [57]. 
Curves corresponding to the distributions expected for states with J P = 0- (/3 = - 1, ~ = - 1) and 2 + 
(/3 = 1/15, ~ = 0) are shown in fig. 47. The data is more compatible with the 2+ hypothesis than with 
the 0-. A fit to the distributions has been performed in order to determine the values of {3 and ~ and 
gives 
85 GeV/c data : 
300 GeV/c data : 
/3 = 0.3 ± 0.2, ~ = - 0.1 ± 0.1 
{3 = 0.3 ± 0.2, ~ = 0.0 ± 0.2 
The two sets of parameters are similar and rule out the o- hypothesis. The acceptance has been 
calculated as a function of x and cosO and does not change this conclusion. 
In order to compare the production rates for cpK+K- and cpcp, the number of cpK+K- events has 
been estimated. This was done by subtracting twice the number of <P<P events from the total number of 
cp's observed in fig. 40, and gives 81±22 cpK+K- events. The geometrical acceptance has been found 
to be similar for <P<P and cpK + K- production. After correcting for unseen decay modes of the cp, the 
ratio of cross sections is estimated to be 
a(cpK+K-)/a(cpcp) = 1.0 ± 0.3 
This compares with a value of 1.5±0.6 found in central production at 85 GeV/c [96]. 
In order to calculate the cross-sections for the reaction 
PP-Pf(</l<P) Ps 
at 85 and 300 Ge V /c a cut has been placed on the Feynman x of the K + K- K + K- system to select a 
region for which the acceptance is good for both experiments. The cut used is 0.0 < xp ~ 0.2. The 
number of <P<P events in this region is 
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Table 15: Correction factors 
85 GeV/c 300GeV/c 
Selection 
Cuts 1.65 1.7 
Fast and mediwn track 
Geometrical acceptance 1.5 3.0 
Slow proton 
Geometrical acceptance 8.6 8.6 
and 
low t losses 1.4 1.5 
Detector inefficiencies 1.4 1.3 
Reconstruction program 1.25 1.25 
K± decay 2.0 1.5 
If'~/' Branching ratio 4.11 4.11 
Sensitivity events/nb 208 400 
at 85 GeV/c 10 ± 3 
at 300 GeV/c 11 ± 3 
In order to calculate the cross sections the losses due to the geometrical acceptances of the fast, 
mediwn and slow tracks together with the losses due to selection cuts, detector inefficiencies etc. have 
been calculated. The method of calculating these correction factors is the same as that described in the 
previous chapter for the K0sK±'"+ channel and their nwnerical values are given in table 15. 
After taking into account these losses the cross sections are found to be 
85 GeV/c: 
300 GeV/c: 
o(lf'lf') = 21±9 nb 
o(lf'lf') = 18±6 nb 
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for 0.0 < XF < 0.2. These results are consistent v.ith the q,q, cross section remaining constant with 
incident momentum. 
7.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, q,q, production has been observed in the central reg1on in the reaction 
PP-Pf (K +K -K+K-) Ps at 300 GeV/c. The q,q, mass spectrum shows an accumulation of events near 
threshold and is similar to that observed in reaction (1) at 22 GeV/c. An angular analysis of the 4'¢ 
system shows that JP = 2+ is favoured over o-, although other waves cannot be ruled out. The ratio 
of q,K+K- to 4'4> production is 1.0±0.3, which is similar to the value of 1.5±0.6 found in the same 
reaction at 85 GeV/c [96]. The cross-sections for q,q, production at 85 and 300 GeV/c are the same 
within errors. This is consistent with the 4'¢ system being produced by a double Pomeron exchange 
mechanism which predicts that the cross section should remain constant v.ith centre-of-mass energy. 
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8. THE 'TT + 'TT- 'TT + 'TT- CHANNEL IN W A 76' 
8.1 Introduction 
In recent years the 4-n- channel has been studied using several different production mechanisms. In 
two photon physics a broad enhancement is observed near threshold in papa which is produced with a 
four times larger cross section than p + p- [ 100]. It has been suggested that this suppression of p + p-
could be due to the presence of a four quark state [ 10 1]. In radiative J N decays the 4-n- spectrum is 
dominated by pseudoscalar pp production. No p + p- suppression is observed but two enhancements 
are observed in the mass region between 1.5 and 1.8 GeV/c2 with JPC = o-+ decaying to pp [102] 
[1 03]. The 4-n-a channel has been studied in peripheral '"-p interactions [ 64] where the production 
mechanism is asswned to be dominated by one pion exchange. This means that the 4-n-a system is 
restricted to JPC = (even)++ and also decays involving p's are not possible; an analysis of this data 
provides evidence for two new states in the mass range 1.5 to 1.8 GeV/c2 • 
This chapter describes an analysis of the centrally produced '"+'"- '"+'"- channel from experiment 
WA76 at 300 GeV/c. 
8.2 Selection of the channel 'TT + 'TT - 'TT + 'TT -
The reaction 
PP- Pf ('"+'"-'"+'"-) Ps• 
has been isolated from the sample of events having six outgoing tracks by first imposing the following 
cuts on the components of missing momentum, 
!missing Pxl < 20.0 GeV/c. 
!missing Pyl < 0.16 GeV/c. 
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Figure 48: Missing momentum distributions for the six prong events. 
a) Missing transverse momentum distribution 
b) Missing longitudinal momentum distribution after a cut on the missing PT. 
Fig. 48a shows the total missing PT where a clear signal of "4C" events can be seen. Fig. 48b 
shows the resulting longitudinal missing momentum after placing a cut on the missing PT. The peak is 
centred at zero with very little background. 
The momentum imbalance that results from these cuts is due mainly to the fast track. Therefore 
the fast track's momentum is recalculated to produce a completely momentum balanced system. The 
slow particle is identified as a slow proton by applying a cut to the pulse heights in the SPC and the 
TS as a function of momentum as described in chapter 3. 
The central particles are then required to have a mass consistent with being a pion as given by the 
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Figure 49: Delta function for the reaction pp - Pf ('" +'"-,. +'"-) Ps· 
is then calculated for each event and is shown in fig. 49. A cut of lA I S 3.0 (GeV/c2 ) 2 is used to select 
Figs. 50a and b show the effective mass spectrum of the fast proton and the positive and negative 
pions respectively. There is ~ 8 % A++ contamination but no evidence for A 0 production. A cut of 
M(P(w+) < 1.4 GeV/c2 is used to remove the A++ contamination. There is no evidence of any A++ 
or A 0 production associated with the slow proton. 
The four-momentum transfer squared at the fast and the slow vertex is shown in fig. 5la and .b 
respectively. A fit to these spectra using an expression of the form exp(B!tl) gives for 
lt(fast)l 
lt(slow)l 
B ""' -(6.5 ± 0.1) acv-z. 
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Figure 50: Fast track effective mass distributions. 














b) M(prr-) in the reaction Pf (tr+tr-'IT+tr-) Ps· 
3 
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Mass of P,11 -
2.8 3.6 
GeV/c2 
Fig. 52a shows the tr+tr-tr+tr- effective mass spectrum; a clear peak is seen at 1.28 GeV/c2 which 
is probably due to the f1(128S). It is also difficult to ignore the enhancement in the 1.45 GeV/c2 
region. In order to try to describe the tr + tr- tr + tr- mass spectrum it was initially fitted with a single 
Breit-Wigncr, representing the peak in the 1.28 GeV/c2 region, plus a background of the form 
a(m-mth)bexp( -cm-dm2), where m is the tr+tr-tr+tr- mass, mth is the tr+'IT-tr+'"- threshold mass 
and a, b, c, d are fit parameters. Also included in the fit are two histograms, generated from real data, 
representing reflections from the TJ'IT+tr- decay of the .,, and f1(128S). These reflections give small 
slow tr0 from the decay of an 11 falling within the missing momentum cuts. The x2 /NDF obtained was 
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Figure 52: The .,. +.,.-.,. +.,.- effective mass spectrum with fit using 3 Breit-Wigners. 
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Table 16: Parameters of resonances in the fit to the 'IT+ 'IT- 'IT+ 'IT- mass spectrum 
fl ( 1285) Mass 1281 ± 1 MeV 
r 31 ± 5 MeV 
X(1450) Mass 1449 ± 4 MeV 
r 78 ± 18 MeV 
X(1900) Mass 1901 ± 13 MeV 
r 312 ± 61 MeV 
regions. A Breit-Wigner was then introduced to take account of the enhancement at 1.45 GeV/c2 
which resulted in a x2/NDF of 233/139. If a third Breit-Wigner is introduced to describe the excess of 
events in the 1.9 GeV/c2 region the fit has a x2/NDF of 137/136. If now the Breit-Wigner describing 
the 1.45 GeV/c2 enhancement is omitted the x2 /NDF increases to 231/139 again requiring a third 
Breit-Wigner in the 1.45 GeV/c2 region. 
Thus the data require the introduction of two Breit-Wigners, in addition to the one to describe 
the peak at 1.28 GeV/c2 , to account for the excess of events at 1.45 GeV/c2 and at 1.9 GeV/c2 • From 
now on these enhancements are referred to as X(1450) and X(1900). The masses and widths 
determined from the fit are given in table 16. 
Fig. 52b shows the 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- mass spectrum when no y's are detected in the gamma 
calorimeter. The Tl' and f1(1285) reflections are reduced but the f1(1285), X(1450) and X(1900) signals 
are enhanced, indicating that they are not themselves reflections from a channel involving a '17° which 
falls within the missing momentum cuts. 
Fig. 53a shows the 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- mass spectrum when a cut of ltl < 0.15 GeV2 has been placed on 
the four-momentum transfer squared at both the fast and slow vertices. The spectrum is fitted using 
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Figure 53: The"'+'"-"'+'"- effective mass spectrum with fit, for a) lt(slow)l and 






described above (x 2 /NDF = 67/65). Fig. 53b shows a fit to the "'+"'-"'+'"- mass spectrum when 
both the slow and fast vertices have ltl > 0.15 GeV2 . Since there is only evidence for the f1(128S) and 
X(l450) the fit uses only two Breit-Wigners, with fixed mass and width and has a x2 /i'-lDF of 61/66. 
If a third Breit-Wigner is introduced describing the X(l900) the x2 /NDF changes to 59/65. It thus 
appears that the X(l900) is produced predominantly at low ltl. 
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8.3 A comparison of the enhancements at 1.28 and 1.45 GeV fc 2 in the K0sK ±1r + and 
r. + 1r - 1r + 1r - channels 
A possible explanation of the X(l450) is that it is the f1(1420) observed in the K
0sK±'"+ 
channel. The selection of the channel K0 sK±'"+ has been described in chapter 5 and shows 
enhancements which have been identified as the f1(1285) and f1(1420). The mass and width of the 
peak observed in the '"•'"-"'+"'- spectrum at 1.28 GeV/c2 (1281± 1, 31±5 MeV/c2 ) is consistent v;ith 
that found for the f1(1285) in the K0 sK±"'+ spectrum (1278±2, 25±4 MeY/c2). In contrast, the peak 
at 1.45 GeV/c2 in the '"+"'-"'+"'- mass spectrum has a mass of 1449±4 MeV/c2 which differs from 
the mass of 1429±3 MeV/c2 found for the mass of the f1(1420) in the K
0 sK:!:"'+ spectrum by 4o. In 
addition, to test whether the peak seen at 1.45 GeV/c2 in the "'+"'-"'+"'- mass spectrum is a new 
"'•"'-"'+"'- decay mode of the f1(1420), the ,. .. "'-"'•"'- mass spectrum has been fitted using the mass 
and width determined for the f1(1420) from a fit to the K
0 sK±"'+ spectrum. The :x: 2 /NDF increases 
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Fi~ 54: The geometrical acceptance as a function of the ,. +,.-,. +,.- effective mass. 
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A study has been made of the branching ratios of the 1.28 and 1.45 Ge V /c2 enhancements to 
K0 sK±'IT+ and 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- for jt(slow)l < 0.2 GeV2 and jt(slow)l > 0.2 GeV2 which divides the data 
into two equal samples. If the enhancements seen in the two channels are the same the branching 
ratios should be constant with jtj. 
The geometrical acceptance for the 'IT+ 'IT- 'IT+ 'IT- system has been calculated and is found to be 
smoothly varying with effective mass as is shown in fig. 54, where it has been fitted by a third order 
polynomial. The calculation of the geometrical acceptance for the K0 sK±'IT+ has been described in 
chapter 5. 
Table 17: The number of events in the enhancements in the 1.28 (R1 ) and 1.4 (R2 ) 
GeV/c2 regions. 











The geometrically acceptance corrected mass spectra have been fitted in the two It! regions where 
the masses and widths of the enhancements have been fixed to the values determined from a fit to the 
total mass spectra. The number of events in the resonance peaks for each channel and in each ltl 
region is given in table 17. 
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Defiiung R to be the number of events in the 'IT+ 'IT- 'IT+ 'IT- peak divided by the number in the 
K 0 sK±'IT+ peak, results in the following values for the 1.28 GeV/c2 region 
R = 6.4 ± 0.9 at low ltl and 
R = 6.3 ± 0.7 at high ltl. 
This, together with the fact that the masses and widths are found to be consistent in the two channels 
indicates that they are two decay modes of the same resonance which has been determined to be the 
f1(1285) from a spin parity analysis of the K 0 sK±'IT+ channel. 
In contrast, however, in the 1.45 GeVjc2 region 
R = 2.8 ± 0.4 at low ltl and 
R = 1.3 ± 0.2 at high ltl. 
Hence there is a 3o change with ltl. This change in R together with the fact that the mass of the 
'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- enhancement (1449±4 MeV/c2 ) is inconsistent with the mass of the f1(1420) in the 
K0 sK±'IT+ channel (1429±3 MeV/c2 ) suggests that the resonance observed in the 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- channel 
is not due to a 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- decay mode of the f1(1420). 
If the X(l450) is not the f1(1420) then another possibility is that it could be a 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- decay 
mode of the JPC = o- + l/71(1440) observed in radiative JN decays to KK'IT with a mass of 
1454 ± 3 MeV/c2 and a width of 98 ± 7 MeV/c2 [5]. However this state is not observed in the 
K 0 sK ±'IT+ channel of the present experiment as was discussed in chapters 5 and 6, thus ruling out this 
hypothesis. 
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8.4 Cba.imel likelihood fit 
8.4.1 Introduction 
In order to determine the different reactions that contribute to the observed final states a channel 
likelihood fit [104] using a modified version of CHAFIT [105] has been used. The program performs 
a maximum likelihood fit of different overlapping amplitudes. The amplitudes used are Breit-Wigners 
describing the observed resonances. The resonances considered are as follows :-
l. In the 4rr channel the f1(1285), X(l450) and. X(l900) together with the 11' and f1(1285) 
reflections from the T/'IT'IT channel. 
2. In the 3'1T channel the a1(1260) and a2(1320), where both states are considered decaying to 3'1T 
and p0 '1T. 
3. In the 2'1T channel the p 0 (770), f2 (1270) and K
0s. 
4. In the Pf" channel the a++ and a 0 , where a3'1T and ap0 '1T decay modes are considered. 
Table 18 shows a list of all the amplitudes used in the fit. 
The masses and widths used to describe the f1(1285), X(l450) and X(l900) are those determined 
from the fit to the 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- mass spectrum. The 11' and f1 (1285) reflections from the T/'IT'IT channel 
have been parameterised as two Gaussians with masses of 800 and 1059 MeV/c2 respectively and with 
a's of 56 and 99 MeV/c2 respectively. The K0s was parameterised as a Gaussian centred at the K0s 
mass and having a a of 7.0 MeV/c2 • The masses and widths of the particles observed in the 2'1T, 3'1T 
and Pf" channels have been fixed at their PDG values [ 42]. 
Each amplitude has to be normalised by integrating over the Lorentz Invariant Phase Space 
(LIPS). However due to the trigger and the acceptance the observed phase space represents a limited 
region of the true phase space. Therefore it is not easy to generate a phase space that would reproduce 
the experimentally observed phase space. 
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a 1 (3.,(phase))., 
The best method that has been found to reproduce the experimental phase space is to take the six 
outgoing tracks from 1000 events and randomly mix them, so that 100000 artificial events were 
generated using one fast, one slow and four central tracks from six different events. 
Initially the fit is performed using the amplitudes which are known to be present (i.e. pw.,, pp, 
f2ww, a2w and A++ 3w). Then other amplitudes are added (e.g. f1 ( 1285)-% etc.) one at a time and a 
new fit is performed. Whether an amplitude is required or not is decided upon by consideration of the 
following: 
1. The change in the likelihood of the fit if the amplitude is omitted. 
2. The resulting spectra after subtraction of the amplitudes i.e. if they appear phase space like. 
3. The amount of wave required by the fit must agree approximately with the amount calculated 
from a fit to the mass spectrum. 
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The 3.irn of this study is : 
1. To determine through which channel(s) the enhancements at 1.28 and 1.45 GeV/c2 decay. 
2. To see whether or not the enhancement at 1.9 GeV/c2 is due to a peak in the phase space 
distributions of the two and/or three body decay processes. If it can not be accounted for in 
this way then to consider it as a resonance and determine which channels it decays through. 
3. To determine what subprocesses occur and in what fractions e.g. p 0p 0 production. 
The method for the calculation of the errors in the histograms of weighted events is described in 
appendix D. 
8.4.2 Results of the fit 
The results of the fit to the total 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- mass spectrum (67034 events) is shown in table 19. 
Figs. 55a and b show the total 'IT+ 'IT- 'IT+ 'IT- mass spectrum before and after subtraction of the 
amplitudes. Figs. 56a and b show the various subprocess mass spectra before and after subtraction of 
the amplitudes. As can be seen all the resonances have been subtracted by the fit. 
In order to test whether the X( 1900) is due to reflections coming from the combinations of 2'1T 
and 3'1T subprocesses CHAFIT has been used and the parameterisation of the X( 1900) as a 
Breit-Wigner has been omitted. Since the X(1900) is seen predominantly at low ltl this analysis has 
been performed requiring that both the slow and fast vertices has ltl < 0.15 GeV2 • The 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT-
mass spectrum after subtraction of the 2'1T, 3'1T and 4'IT resonances should be phase space like if the 
X( 1900) is a background effect. The resulting spectrum is shown in fig. 57 where the X( 1900) signal 
can be seen showing that a resonance interpretation is required. 
The main results can be summarised as follows : 
2. The X(1900) is found to decay equally to f2(1270)'1T'IT and a2(1320)'1T, 
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Table 19: Results from CHAFIT. 
Channel Percentage 
pf{f1 ( 1285)- p
0 'TT + 'TT- )Ps 3.1 ± 0.1 
pf{X( 1450)- p0 'TT + 'TT- )p5 2.7 ± 0.2 
pf{X( 1900)-f2'TT + 'TT -)Ps 2.3 ± 0.2 
pf{X( 1900) ... a 2 'TT )p5 2.5 ± 0.4 
Pf\P0 'TT+'TT-)Ps 40.0 ± 1.0 
pf{fz'TT+'TT-)Ps 3.8 ± 0.3 
pf{az'TT)Ps 5.0 ± 0.6 
pf{popo)Ps 3.0 ± 0.4 
t.. + + -prr + ('TT +'TT-'TT-)Ps 8.7 ± 0.2 
6. 0 -Prr - c'TT +'TT - '" +)Ps 1.5 ± 0.1 
K 0s contamination 1.4 ± 0.1 
11' reflection 0.8 ± 0.1 
f1(1285) reflection 2.9 ± 0.1 
Phase 21.8 ± 0.8 
Space 
3. There is 3.0 ± 0.4% p0p0 production. 
The results from CHAFIT have been checked by fitting the 2'TT and 3'TT mass spectra as a function 
of the 4'TT mass using Breit-Wigners to describe the p0(770), f2 (1270) and a2 (1320). The number of 
p'TT'TT, f2 'TT'fT and a2 'TT events have been calculated from these fits in 50 MeV/c
2 intervals. Fig. 58 shows 
the resulting p'TT'TT mass spectrum. The f1(1285) and X(l450) can be seen; the number of events in each 
peak is consistent with the result from CHAFIT that they both decay dominantly to P""'TT. Fig. 59a 
and b shows the resulting a2 'TT and f2 'TT'TT mass spectra respectively. A peak can be seen just below 
1.9 GeV/c2 in the a2 'fT spectrum and just above 1.9 GeV/c
2 in the f2 'TT'fT spectrum. This is again 
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Figure SS: The w + w- 'IT+ w- effective mass spectrum 
a)Total, b) After subtraction of the amplitudes used in the fit. 
splitting could either be due to phase space consideration or due to the fact that the X( 1900) is not a 
single resonance but in fact two separate resonances, one that decays to a1 w and one that decays to 
8.5 A spin-parity analysis of the f 1(1285) and X(1450) 
A spin-parity analysis of the ,. +,.-,. +,.- channel has been performed, asswning that the 
resonances are isoscalar. The p 0 '1r+,.- decay mode of the f1(128S) and X(l4SO) have been 
parameterised in tenns of quasi two-body final states corresponding to p (ww) and (p'lr) 'IT where it is 
asswned that the 'lrfl' and p'IT interactions are strong compared to any other interaction. 
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Figure 56: The 2'1T, 3'1T and p'IT effective mass spectra 
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Figure 57: The '"+'"-'" +'"- mass spectrum after subtraction of the 2'", 3'1T and 4n- resonances. 
X( 1900) parameterisation omitted. 
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Figure 59: The a) a21r and b) f2 1T1T mass spectra. 
8.5.1 The p ( 1T1T) case 
For the decay of an isoscalar resonance to p 0 ( 1T + 1T-) since the G-parity of the 1T + 1T- pair is 
positive then by Bose synunetry 
G = (-1)!+I = +1 
where ! is the angular momentum between the 1T + and 1T- and I is the isospin of the 1T + 7T- system. 
Since the p 0 has I = 1 in order to get an overall isoscalar system the 1T+1T- system must also have 
I = 1 and hence ! must be odd. 
Assuming the lowest angular momentum (! = 1) between the 1T + and 1T- then the 1T + 1r- system 
has JPC = 1-- and can be treated as a pseudo-p0 • Therefore there is a real p 0 and a pseudo-p0 and 
hence the system can be described as the decay into two vector particles. 
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The angular distributions of the p'TTfT system can then be used to determine the spin-parity of the 
f1(1285) and X(l450) using a modified version of the formalism of Chang and Nelson [97] and 
Trueman [98] which was described in chapter 7. In this case two angles have to be considered: the 
azimuthal angle x between the p0 and the pseudo-p0 decay planes, and the polar angle 9 of the 'TT + 
decay in the p0 rest frame relative to the p0 momentum in the p 0 'TT+'TT- rest frame. 
Unlike the </></> case, there is a combinatorial problem in the p 0 'TT+'TT- system because more than 
one w+w- pair can have an effective mass in the p0 mass range. The number of combinatorials 
increases from the f1(1285) to the X(l450) region. A Monte Carlo, based on the FOWL [93] phase 
space program described in chapter 6, has been used to calculate the predicted angular distributions for 
different spins, up to J = 2, taking into account the p combinatorial effect. 
The p 0'TT+'TT- mass spectra have been fitted as a function of x and cosfJ using Breit-Wigners to 
describe the f1(1285) and X(l450) and a background of the form a(m -mth)bexp( -em -dm
2
), where 
m is the p 0 'TT+'TT- mass, mth is the p 0 w+'TT- threshold mass and a, b, c, d are fit parameters. The 
numbers of f1(1285) and X(l450) events have been calculated from these fits and the resulting 
acceptance corrected angular distributions are shown in fig. 60. 
In the f1(1285) region (fig. 60a,b) curves corresponding to states with JP = o-, 1± and 2+ are 
shown. The JP = 1±. hypothesis gives the best description of the data (x 2 /NDF = 4/13). In the 
X(l450) region (fig. 60c,d) the JP = o- hypothesis can be excluded (x 2 /NDF = 50/13); the 
JP = 1± (x 2 jNDF = 13/13) and 2+ (x 2 jNDF = 9/13) hypotheses all give acceptable descriptions of 
the data. 
8.5.2 The (pw) w case 
A spin-parity analysis of the p'TT subsystem from the 'TT+'TT-w+w- channel at 85 GeV/c showed that 
it was dominated by the 1 + S wave [106] which can be parameterised as a pseudo-a1(1260). Therefore 
a spin-parity analysis of the (pw) 'TT case has been performed using Zemach tensors [87] and a pseudo 
a1(1260) isobar to describe the 1 + S wave intermediate p'TT state, where the fit is not found to be 
sensitive to the a1 parameters used. 
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The ~ + w-'" + w- state can decay into four pseudo-a1 ( 1260) states which can themselves decay into 
two pw states. The interference terms between these various intermediate states are determined by their 
G-parity. The final matrix element for the decay into w + 1 w- 2'" + 3'"- 4 via an intermediate a1 (1260) 
state is 
M = BW(a1 ( 123))[BW(p( 12))M( 1234) - BW(p(23))M(2314)] 
+ BW(a1(124))[BW(p(l2))M(1243) - BW(p(14))M(1423)] 
+ BW(a1(134))[BW(p(l4))M(1432) - BW(p(34))M(3412)] 
+ BW(a1 (234))[BW(p(23))M(2341) - BW(p(34))M(3421)]. 
Where M(ijkl) is the matrix element describing the spin-parity of the decaying particle and BW(a1 (ijk)) 
and BW(p(ij)) are Breit-Wigner functions describing the a1 ( 1260) and p(770) decays respectively. 
The decay matrix elements for a state X to decay to a w + w- w + w- final state through the decay 
chain X ... a1 w ... pww, with angular momentum L between the a1 and w, are given in table 20. 
-Where t is the tensor describing the 1 + S wave decay of the a1 (1260) into a p and a w and is given by 
t=P:-P: 
1 l 
where Pi and Pj are the momenta of the two w's, in the 4w centre-of-mass, corning from the decay of 
the p. Pi is the momentum of the w opposite the a1 (1260) in the 4w centre-of-mass and 
For the (pw) w case the angles found to contain information are the polar angle 81 between the 
w + corning from the decay of the p 0 relative to the p 0 momentum, and the polar angle 8 2 of the w + 
from the.,+.,- pair not in the p0 relative to the p0 momentum in the p0 w+.,- rest frame. 
The experimental angular distributions are obtained as described above for the p (ww) case and are 
shown for the X(1450) region in fig. 61a,b. The curves corresponding to spin-parities JP = 1-, o+, 
1 + and 2+ are superimposed on the data. It can be seen that JP = o+ can be excluded 
(x2 /NDF = 238/15), JP = 1 + is disfavoured (x2 /NDF = 22/15) and JP = 1- (x2 /NDF = 11/15) or 










Table 20: Decay matrix elements for an ·al·'IT intermediate state 
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Figure 61: The a) cos8l and b) cos82 distributions for the X(l4SO) region. 








For the f1(1285) region the a1'1T JP = 1 + hypothesis (not shown) gives a poor description of the 
data, suggesting a p 0 (TT+'1T-) decay, in agreement with what has been observed in radiative JN decays 
[ 103). 
In swnmary, the peak at 1.28 GeV/c2 is found to be consistent with a state having JP = 1 + 
decaying through a p 0 (TT+'1T-) system. For the X(1450), assumed to be isoscalar, JP = 1± or 2+ give 
good descriptions of the data. 
8.6 A comparison with the 85 GeV fc data and a. calculation of cross sections 
Fig. 62 shows the 85 GeV/c '1T+'1T-'1T+'1T- mass spectrum for the proton incident beam. A clear 
peak can be seen in the f1(1285) region but there is very little evidence for structures in the 1.45 and 
1.9 GeV/c2 regions. The spectrum has been fitted with a single Breit-Wigner to describe the f1(1285) 
and a background as described above for the 300 GeV/c data. 
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In order to study the energy dependence of the production of the f1(1285), X(l450) and X(l900) 
their cross sections have been calculated at 85 and 300 GeV/c, losses due to geometrical acceptance, 
selection cuts, detector efficiencies etc. have been calculated as described in chapters 6 and 7. Since 
there is no evidence for the X(l450) or X(l900) in the 85 GeV/c data only an upper limit on their 
cross sections can be calculated. 
In order to compare the reaction PP ..... Pf ('1T+1'T-1'T+1'T-) Ps at the two energies, a cut has been 
placed on the F eynman x of the 1'T +'IT- 'IT+ 'IT- system to select a region in which the acceptance is good 
for both experiments. The cut used is lxpl ::; 0.2. The cross sections for the f1 (1285) are 
o(f1(1285)-'1T+'IT-'IT+1'T-) = 530 ± 70 nb 
o(f1 (1285) ..... 1'T+'IT-'IT+'1T-) = 335 ± 60 nb 
at 85 GeV/c and 
at 300 GeV/c. 
Tills result indicates that the f1 ( 1285) cross section decreases with incident momentum as was found in 
T=or the X(l450) and X(l900) the cross sections are 
o(X(l450) ..... 1'T+'IT-'IT+'1T-) < 145 nb (95% c.l.) at 85 GeV/c and 
a(X(l450)-1'T+'IT-'IT+'IT-) = 290 ± 60 nb at 300 GeV/c. 
o(X(l900)-1'T+'IT-1'T+'1T-) < 140 nb (95% c.l.) at 85 GeV/c and 
o(X(l900)-1'T+'IT-'IT+'1T-) = 790 ± 120 nb at 300 GeV/c. 
In contrast to the f1(1285), the cross sections for the X(l450) and X(l900) increase with energy; this 
behaviour is consistent with a double Pomeron exchange mechanism, which is predicted to be a source 
of gluonic states. 
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8.7 A caiculation of the_ f 1(1285) branching ratio 
The number of f1(128S) events in the geometrically acceptance corrected 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- and 
K0 sK±'IT+ mass spectra has been calculated at 300 GeV/c. In order to calculate the branching ratio 
(f1(1285)-KK'IT)/(f1(1285)-+4n') corrections have to be applied to account for the unseen decay 
modes. 





The relative fractions for these decay modes are given by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient of Isospin. 
The K°K±'IT+ decay constitutes 2/3 of the total decay. The K0 sK±'IT+ decay mode constitutes 1/2 of 
the K°K±'IT+ decay and the observed decay mode K0 s-+'IT+,.- constitutes 68.6% of the total K0 s 
decays. Therefore to calculate the total number of KK'IT events the observed number of K0 sK±'IT+ 
events has to be multiplied by 4.38. 




p - ,-+,-0 
The relative fractions for these decay modes are given by the Qebsch-Gordan coefficient of Isospin, 
each of which constitutes 1/3 of the total. Therefore to calculate the total number of 4'IT events the 
observed number of,.+,.-,.+,.- events has to be multiplied by 3. 
The branching ratio of the f1(128S) to 4'IT and -KK'IT has been calculated to be 
(f1(1285)-KK'IT)/(f1(1285)-+4'1T) = 0.28 ±0.05. 




An analysis of the 'IT+'IT-'IT+'IT- channel at 300 GeV/c shows evidence for two new structures at 
1.45 and 1.9 GeV/c2 in addition to the well known f1(1285). The structure at 1.9 GeV/c2 is found to 
be produced predominantly when the four-momentum transfers at the slow and fast vertices are small. 
A comparison has been made of the ratios of the resonance signals observed in the 'IT+ 'IT-'"+'"-
and K0 sK±'IT+ channels at 1.28 and 1.45 GeV/c2 in two ltl regions. It is found that the ratio for the 
enhancement at 1.28 GeV/c2 remains constant with ltl which together with the fact that the masses 
and widths found in the two channels are consistent leads to the conclusion that the enhancement seen 
A similar comparison for the peak in the 1.45 GeV/c2 region shows a 3o change in the two ltl 
regions. This fact together with the fact that the mass of the peak in the '"+'IT- 'IT+'"- channel differs by 
4o from that of the peak seen in the K0 sK±'IT+ channel indicates that it is not the f1(1420) observed 
in the K0 sK±'"+ channel. 
A channel likelihood fit has been performed on the '"+'"-'"+'IT- channel using CHAFIT. The 
results of this analysis show that the f1(1285) and X(l450) decay to p
0
'1T+'IT-. The X(l900) is found to 
decay equally to f2(1270)'"'" and az'"· There is 3.0 ± 0.4% p 0p 0 production which is small compared 
to the dominant p 0 p 0 decay modes of the 'IT+'IT-'IT+'"- system in radiative JN decay [102] [103]. 
An angular analysis has been performed where the p 0 '1T+'IT- decays of the f1 (1285) and X(l450) 
have been parameterised in terms of quasi two-body final states corresponding to p ('"'") and (p'IT)'" 
where it is assumed that the 'IT'IT and p'IT interactions are strong compared to any other interaction. 
The peak at 1.28 Ge V /c2 is found to be consistent with a state having J P = 1 + decaying through 
a p0 ('IT+'IT-) system. For the X(l450), assumed to be isoscalar, JP = 1± or 2+ give good descriptions 
of the data. 
The cross section for the centrally produced f1(128S) decreases with energy. In contrast, the cross 
sections for the X(l450) and X(l900) increase with energy; this behaviour is consistent with a double 
Pomeron exchange mechanism, which is predicted to be a source of gluonic states. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
Quantum ChromoDynarnics (QCD) not only describes how quarks and antiquarks interact to 
form the standard qq mesons but also predicts the existence of glueballs, hybrids and four-quark states. 
These states are being searched for using several different production mechanisms, one of which is 
Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE). 
This thesis describes a search for these non-qq states by studying mesons centrally produced in 
the reaction 
PP .. pf(X0 )Ps 
at 300 GeV/c. A study of the centrally produced 'IT+'IT- spectrum in this experiment, using the presence 
of the p as a measure of the amount of non-DPE type events, suggests that the WA76 data has a large 
DPE content and by suitable cuts the DPE signal to background can be increased. 
There are several non-qq candidate states. As was discussed in chapter 2, one of the best is the 
8/f2 (1720) which is observed for the first time in hadronic collisions by experiment WA76. The search 
for other candidates have been described in chapters 5 to 8 and can be summarised as follows. 
In the K0 gK±'IT+ channel clear f1(1285) and f1(1420) signals are seen with masses and widths 
f1(1285) m = 1278±2 MeV/c2 r = 25±4 MeY/c2 , 
f1(1420) m = 1429±3 MeV/c2 r = 58±8 MeV/c2 • 
A spin parity analysis shows that both are 1 + + states. The f1(1285) is found to decay via 8'11' while the 
f1(1420) is found to decay only to K*K., no o- + wave being required to describe the data. The energy 
dependence for the production of the f1(1285) is not the same as that for the f1(1420) and it is found 
that the cross section for the f1 ( 1420) remains constant as a function of incident momentum. 
Initially the E/f1(1420) was thought to be the ss isoscalar partner of the f1(1285) in the 1 + + 
nonet. However, as was discussed in chapter 2, the D'(l530) seems to be a better candidate for this 
state. The fact that it is seen in double exchange processes, such as DPE and yy * reactions, while it is 
not observed in peripheral processes and that its cross section remains constant with energy suggests an 
exotic nature of the E. 
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Since the mass of the E is too low to be a radial excitation and as a 1 + + state its mass is too low 
to be a glueball or hybrid state, a possible explanation is that it is a four-quark state [39] or K"'K. 
molecule [ 40]. 
The .p.p channel is of interest due to the claimed observation of three JPC = 2+ + states (57] one 
or more of which could be a glueball . .p.p production has been observed in the central region in the 
reaction pp-Pf (K + K- K + K-) Ps at 300 Ge V /c. The .p.p mass spectrum shows an accumulation of 
events near threshold and is similar to that observed in reference [57]. An angular analysis of the .p.p 
system shows that J P = 2 + is favoured over 0- , although other waves cannot be ruled out. The 
cross-sections for .p.p production at 85 and 300 GeV/c are the same within errors. This is consistent 
with the .p.p system being produced by a double Pomeron exchange mechanism which predicts that the 
cross section should remain constant with centre-of-mass energy. Therefore, although the statistics are 
very limited, the W A 76 data is consistent with the hypothesis that the .p.p system could contain a 
gluonic state. 
An analysis of the'"+'"-'"+'"- channel at 300 GeV/c shows evidence for two new structures at 
1.45 and 1.9 GeV/c2 in addition to the well known f1(1285). An analysis of the state at 1.45 GeV/c
2 
indicates that it is not a '"+'"-'"+'"- decay mode of the f1(l420) or I/1J(l440). The structure at 
1.9 GeV/c2 is found to be produced predominantly when the four-momentum transfers at the slow 
and fast vertices are small. 
A channel likelihood fit has been performed on the '"+'"-'"+'"- channel using CHAFIT. The 
results of this analysis show that the f1(1285) and X(l450) decay to p
0
'1T+'IT-. The X(l900) is found to 
decay equally to f2(1270)'"'" and a2 '1T. There is 3.0 ± 0.4 % p
0p 0 production which is small compared 
to the dominant p 0 p 0 decay modes of the '"+'"-'" + fT- system in radiative J N decay [ 1 02] [ 1 03]. 
A spin-parity analysis of the fT+fT-fT+'IT- channel shows that the peak at 1.28 GeV/c2 is consistent 
with being a state with JP = 1 + decaying through a p 0 ('"+'"-)system. For the X(l450), assumed to 
be isoscalar, JP = 1± or 2+ give good descriptions of the data. 
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The ~ass section for the centrally produced f1(1285) decreases with energy. In contrast, the cross 
sections for the X(1450) and X(1900) increase with energy; this behaviour is consistent with a double 
Pomeron exchange mechanism, which is predicted to be a source of gluonic states. 
In conclusion, experiment W A 76 is designed to look for non-qq states in the central region. 
There is good evidence that these states exist. The 6/f2(1720) appears to be the best glueball candidate 
and the E/f1(1420) a good candidate for being a four-quark state. The If>~/> channel is consistent with 
there being some gluonic content. Finally in the '"+'"-'"+'"- channel the X(1450) and X(1900) are 
observed for the first time. One or both of these states may have an exotic nature. 
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APPENDIX A 
AN INTRODUCTION TO GAUGE THEORY 
A.l Abelian gauge theory and QED 
In the presence of a current density jJ.L the electromagnetic field AJ.L satisfies [ 107] 
D 2AJI. = jJI.. 
Local gauge invariance requires that the Lagrangian of a system be unchanged under 
1/;(x) - e(ia(x))~(x) 
where a(x) depends on space and time in a completely arbitrary way. In order to make the Lagrangian 
invariant under local gauge transformations the derivative D must be modified such that it transforms 
covariantly under phase transformations, that is, like 1/; itself 
To form the covariant derivative DJI. a vector field AJ.L has to be introduced which transforms such that 
the Lagrangian is unaltered. Tills can be accomplished by the construction 
where AJI. transforms as 
AJI.- AJI. + {1/e) 8JI.a. 
Thus, by demanding local phase invariance a vector field AJI. has to be introduced. This is called 
the gauge field which couples to Dirac particles in exactly the same way as the photon field. Since 
there is no limit to the distance over which the phases of the electron field might change the gauge field 
required to cancel these changes must also have an infinite range. Tills requires the photon to be 
massless. 
Now a can be chosen such that under the transformation 
AJI.- A'JI. = AJI. + {1/e) 8JI.a 
8JI.AJ.L = 0 
(1) 
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which is known as the Lorentz condition. 
The wavefunction AIJ. for a free photon satisfies the equation 
which has solution 
AIJ. = eP.(q)e( -iqx) (2) 
where the four-vector ell- is the polarization vector of the photon. 
The Lorentz condition 8 p.AP. = 0, gives 
qp.eP. = 0 
which reduces the number of independent components of ell- to three. 
If the gauge parameter is chosen such that 
a = i be( -iqx) (3) 
where b is a constant, then substituting (3) and (2) into (1) shows that the physics is unchanged by the 
replacement 
ep.- e'p. = ep. + bqp. 
In other words, two polarization vectors (ewe' p.) which differ by a multiple of qp. describe the same 
photon. This degree of freedom may be used to ensure that the time component of e vanishes. Then 
the Lorentz condition reduces to 
--e. q = 0 (4) 
This noncovariant choice of gauge is known as the Coulomb gauge. As can be seen from ( 4) there are 
only two independent polarization vectors and they are both transverse to the three momentum of the 
photon. A free photon is thus described by its momentum q and a polarization vector -:. Since -; 
transforms as a vector it is associated with a particle of spin 1. If -;were along q; it would be 
associated with a helicity- zero photon. This state is missing because of the transversality condition 
(4). It can only be absent because the photon is massless. 
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A.2 Non- Abelian gauge invariance and Q CD 
QCD is based on the extension of the above ideas with the U(l) gauge group replaced by the 
SU(3) group of phase transformations on the quark colour fields. The free Lagrangian is [108] 
.fR = Cij ( i yP-81-' - m) qj (5) 
where q1 , q2 , q 3 denote the three colour fields. 
Again the Lagrangian is required to be invariant under local phase transformations of the form 
q(x) ... Uq(x) = exp(iaa(x)T a) q(x) 
where U is an arbitrary 3x 3 unitary matrix and a summation over the repeated suffix a is implied. T a• 
with a= 1 , .... 8, are a set of linearly independent traceless 3 x 3 matrices, and a are the group parameters. 
The group is non-Abelian since not all the generators T commute with each other. The 
commutation relation is 
[Ta,Tbl = i fabcTc (6) 
where fabc are real constants, called the structure constants of the group. 
To impose SU(3) local gauge invariance on the QCD Lagrangian (5) the steps used in the QED 
example are followed. It is sufficient to consider infinitesimal phase transformations, 
q(x) - [ 1 + i aa(x)T al q(x) 
8P.q ... (1 + i aaTa) 8p.q + iTaq8p.aa 
where the last term spoils the invariance of .IR. If the QED analogue is used eight gauge fields GP. a 
must be introduced each transforming as 
Gp. a ... G/-1 a - (l/g)8p.aa 
and a covariant derivative of the form 
Dp. = 811- + igTaG/. 
However, for a non- Abelian gauge transformation, this is not enough to produce a gauge invariant 
Lagrangian. The problem is that 
(qyP.Taq) - (qyP.T aq) + iaqyP.(T a Tb- TbTa)q - (qyP.Taq) - fabcab(qyP.Tcq) 
where the commutation relation ( 6) has been used. 
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However, gauge in variance of !t' can be achieved provided that 
G/ .... G/ - (1/g) 8p.aa - fabcabG/ 
and a gauge invariant kinetic energy term for each of the G fields is introduced. The final gauge 
invariant QCD Lagrangian is 
This equation is the Lagrangian for interacting coloured quarks q and vector gluons G !J.' with 
coupling specified by g, which follows from demanding that the Lagrangian be invariant under local 
colour phase transformations to the quark fields. Since the phase of the three quark colour fields can 
be arbitrarily varied it is not surprising that eight vector gluon fields (Gp.a with a= 1, .... ,8) are needed 
to compensate all possible phase changes. Just as for the photon, local gauge invariance requires the 
gluons to be massless. 
The field strength tensor G P. a 11 has a remarkable new property on account of the extra term in the 
Lagrangian. Imposing the gauge symmetry has required that the kinetic energy term in !i' is not purely 
kinetic but includes an induced self- interaction between the gauge bosons which arises because the 
gluons themselves carry colour. 
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APPENDIX B 
SPIN AND PARITY OF GLUEBALLS AND HYBRID STATES 
B.l An introduction to the MIT bag model 
The following calculations are made using the MIT bag model [ 109] in which gluonic hadrons are 
made by populating the modes of the gluon field in a cavity obeying the bag boundary conditions 
necessary to ensure confinement [22]. 
To calculate the spin dependent forces between gluons using the bag model, the free wave 
equation has to be solved: -
0 2 a,.,. = 0 inside, 
a,.,. = 0 outside, 
where a,.,. is the gluon gauge field (sec appendix A). The solutions in a spherical cavity turn out to be 
the TE and TM cavity resonance modes where the E and M refer to the colour electric and colour 
magnetic fields. 
B.l Tensor method for gluon couplings 
The tensor method consists of writing down explicitly the S -matrix element for the process 
under consideration in terms of the tensors relevant to the problem. In the production of a glueball 
from two gluons, there are two polarization vectors ;: and ;'; of the two gluons, their momentwn 
vectors k;. and k; and the momentwn K and polarization -;of the glue ball. 
In order to calculate the allowed angular momentwn states the following steps must be 
considered. 
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1. The rest frame of the glueball is chosen as the frame of reference. This means that K = 0 and 
2. The Coulomb gauge is chosen so that, 
which states that massless vector gluons can only exist in a transverse mode. 
3. The glueball produced must be a colour singlet since only colour singlet states are invariant 
under rotations in colour space. 
4. By gauge invariance if -; -.k then the expression must vanish. That is, as k == 8, if the 
transformation -; ..... kis made then eG ..... c5G is equal to zero by Lorentz invariance. 
5. From the Wigner-Eckart theorem the matrix element of tensor operators with respect to 
angular momentum eigenstates satisfies 
< a'j'm'IT lajm > = < jkmqljkj'm' >. < a'j' II Ta II aJ > !.J(2j + 1). 
Since < a'j' II T a II aj > is a matrix element it is a scalar and therefore its components must 
produce a scalar. In this case the projection operator is considered, that is when j = j' [ 110], 
and this means that for example a vector operator will produce a vector glueball state. 
As the gluons are confined by the same mechanism that confines quarks, bag model calculations 
may be used on the glue ball states. The lowest state solutions are given by [ 111] 
TE = lkl-; with JP = 1 + 
and 
TM = i(A-; with JP = 1-
and the allowed matrix operators are made up of these two. 
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B.3 Spili zero case 
There are three combinations of the two field operators TE and TM that can be used to produce 
a scalar under rotations. These are 
TE1 .TE2 = 2 ..... -lkl El.Ez (1) 
and 
~-. _..,.. .... 
TM 1.TM2 = (lu\E 1 ).(ki\E z) (2) 
and - ......... 
TEl.TMz = lkiE 1 .(k/\E 2 ) (3) 
The rules above can now be applied to these states. 
Tills is the dot product between two vectors which satisfies the rules and produces a 0 + + state. 
Tills is the dot product between two pseudovectors which satisfies the rules and again produces a 
o+ + state. 
This is the dot product between a vector and a pseudovector it again satisfies all the rules and produces 
a o- + state. 
B.4 Spin one case 
To produce a spin one glueball from two gluons requires one of the following combinations of field 
operators 
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~ ~ .......... 
= (kl\t: 1 )/\(kAt: z) 
= lkl2(;;/\;;) 
Again the rules for formation of these states can be applied. 




2. Due to Bose symmetry the wavefunction of two identical bosons must be symmetric under 
interchange. Now although gluons have a colour degree of freedom, rule (3) requires a physical 
glueball to be in a colour singlet state which removes this colour degree of freedom. This 
.... ~ .... ..... 
means that the state must be symmetric under t: 1 - t: 2 and k- - k. However the first term in 
(7) changes sign under interchange and thus is not allowed by Bose symmetry. 
Therefore the TE1A TM2 state that would represent a 1- + state is not allowed. 
1. kA~ is perpendicular to k therefore the second term in ( 8) is zero due to the transverse nature 
of gluons. 
2. The first term can be rewritten as 
Under Bose symmetry the first term is 
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which is opposite in sign to the rearranged term shown in (9). Therefore the first term is zero 
by Bose symmetry. 
Therefore the TM1/\ TM2 state that would represent a 1 + + state is not allowed. 
1bis state is again ruled out by Bose symmetry. Therefore the TE1/\ TE2 state that would 
represent a 1 + + state is not allowed. 
B.4.4 Conclusion 
Therefore it appears that it is not possible to produce a spin one glueball from two gluons. This is 
not surprising since Yang's theorem [34] states that a J= 1 state can not be produced from two 
transversely polarised massless vector particles. 
B.5 Spin two case 
To produce a spin two glueball from two gluons requires using the outer or tensor product between 
the individual gluon modes denoted by 0 . 
-+-+ ~ .... 
TM10TM2 = (1u\e 1)0(1u\e 2) (11) 
TE1 0TE2 = lkl 2 (~ 0~) (12) 
None of these states are excluded and they produce glueballs states as follows:-
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APPENDIX C 
KINEMATIC VARIABLES AND REGGE THEORY 
C.l Feynman X (Xf) 
The Feynman x (xp) of a particle is a dimensionless variable defined as 
Xp = PrJP 
which measures, in the centre-of-mass, the fraction of the beam's momentum (P) which is contained in 
the longitudinal momentum (PL) of the detected particle. P is defined as 
p = 
2Js 
where Me is the mass of the particle, Mmin is the mass of the lightest system which can recoil against 
particle c, .Js is the centre-of-mass energy and 
C.2 Rapidity (y) 
Another variable that is used to display the PL dependence of a reaction is rapidity (y) [ 112], 
defined by 
y = 0.5 IAlg ((E + PL)/(E- PL)) 
where E is the energy of the particle. 
y depends on the choice of frame, but it has the advantage of being additive under IAlrentz boosts 
along the z axis. If a frame is boosted by a velocity u such that 
E- y(E + uPL) 
PL - y(PL + uE) 
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y- y + 0.5 Log((1 +u)/(1-u)) = Y + Yboost 
C.3 The Mandelstam variables and W A 76 
For the reaction 
where b, t, f, s refer to the beam, target, fast and slow protons respectively, the total centre-of-mass 
energy squared 
and the four-momentum transfer squared at the slow and fast vertex respectively is given by 
!fast = t1 = (PI'f - Pl'b)2 
tslow = t.z = (PI's - Pl't).z. 
C.4 Double exchange processes 
The expression for the observed cross section for Double Pomeron Exchange (DPE) [83] in the 
reaction 
AB-AB+X, 
is given by 
daDPE 
= 
( s) ( s) 
while the single diffractive background (BGND) is given by 
= 
( s) ( s) 
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where the subscript R stands for all the leading Regge trajectories, a(t) = ap(t) and 13(t) = aR (t). 
A standard practice is to approximate the Pomeron-Pomeron cross section by the leading Regge 
behaviour, so that it is related to the Triple Regge couplings calculated in inclusive channels. That is 




Figure 63: An example of a Triple Regge coupling. 
= Gppp(t1 )Gppp(tz) 
(M
1 
z) 1- 2a(t 1) 
( s ) 
where Gppp is the triple Pomeron coupling and aP pp is the Pomeron contribution to the proton 
proton total cross section(:::::: 40mb). The PPR term has been neglected since it is much smaller than 
the PPP term. 






Z) 1- 2a(t1) (Mz 2) 1- 2JJ(t 2) 
(1/op pp) 
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where the coupling factors (G) and the Regge trajectories (a) come from measurements of exclusive 


















Gppp(t) = Apexp(Bpt) = 6.2exp(7.9t) 
ap(t) = 1 + 0.25t 
GRRP(t) = ARexp(BRt) = 200exp(4.6t) 
aR(t) = 0.2+ 0.5t 
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Figure 64: The coupling coefficients G integrated overt for P = 205 GeY/c. 
Fig. 64 shows the coupling coefficients G integrated overt for P = 205 GeY/c. For (M2 /s) < 0.05 
the Gppp coupling is dominant over GRRP and hence the OPE signal is dominant over the 
background. For P= 300 GeY/c, (M2 /s) < 0.1 is required for DPE to be dominant. 
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It can be shown that [113], 
where MXA is the missing mass with respect to the proton" A" and sis the total c.m. energy squared. 
Also in reference [ 114] it is shown that 
where M is the effective mass of the centrally produced system. From the coupling factors (G) a 
preliminary definition of a "double Pomeron event" is one where M 2 /s < 0.1. Therefore for a reaction 
of the type AB- AXB in terms of the Feynman x of the outgoing particles A and B, a definition of a 
DPE event is one for which 1 -lxAI ::::;·0.1 and 1 -lxs I ::5 0.1 
The variables Z 1 and Z 2 where 
Z = log(1-lxl) 
are such that 
and hence Z 1 and Z 2 span a triangular region of phase space which expands with increasing total 
energy. Now for the .. double Pomeron events ... which have been defined to have x?; 0.9 corresponding 
to Z?: 2.3, this means that as s increases the region of possible DPE events expands and thus the 
conditions for observing DPE become more favourable. 
For a constant value of x1 ,x2 
a(DPE) -1.6-0.Sitl -3.31t1 
= (1-x) e 
a(BGND) 
Hence DPE is dominant at low It!. 
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APPENDIX D 
ERRORS AND LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONS 
D.l Calculation of errors on masses, widths and number of events 
To calculate the error on a parameter resulting from a fit to a spectrum the EQ method5 has been 
used. The original spectrum is fitted and the parameters of the fit are determined. Each bin of the 
histogram is then changed by a random amount according to Poisson statistics so as to generate a new 
histogram. This procedure is repeated fifty times to produce fifty histograms. Each histogram is then 
fitted with the parameters obtained from the original spectrum used as starting values. A histogram of 
the variation of each parameter is made and the standard deviation of the resulting spectrum is 
calculated and is used as the error on the parameter. 
D.2 Calculation of errors on weighted events 
To calculate the error on a histogram bin whose contents have been multiplied by a weighting 
factor the following method has been used. Consider a bin whose contents before weighting is N 
events and after weighting the contents is X such that, 
X = = N<W> 
where Wi is the weight on event i and < W > is the mean weight on the bin. 
The error on X can come from two sources :-
1. fluctuations in the nwnber of entries in the bin (N) 
2. fluctuations in the distribution of wi 
' Named after Emanuele Quercigh who suggested this method to the author. 
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If these are independent then, 
(ox/X)2 = (oN/N)2 + (ow' I< W > )2 
where 
ON = .j(N) 
and ow' is the error on the mean value of W, which is the standard error on the W distribution itself, 
1.e. 
ow' = (ow)/.j(N) 
where ow is the width of the W distribution. Then, 
(ox/X) 2 = 1/N + (ow)2/N<W> 2 
so that 
but 
ow2 = < wz > - < \V > 2 
therefore 
(ox)2 = N <Wz > = ~wiz 
Hence the error on a bin is given by the square root of the sum of the weights squared in that bin. 
D.3 Maximum likelihood methods 
Often in experiments an observation is made of a quantity "x" which is related to some parameter 
"'a" by a probability distribution P(a,x). That is, the probability of observing an event with x in the 
range dx is given by 
P(a,x) dx 
where P(a,x) is normalised such that 
J P(a,x) dx = 1. 
The problem is to estimate the parameter a from the observation of x. 
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One "method is to use a least squares fitting procedure. Tills requires formulating the data into a 
function of a, which can then be fitted. The simplest way of doing this is to divide the range of x into a 
definite set of bins, however the choice of bin size is arbitrary. 
A method which avoids the question of binning is the method of moments. From the expression 
P(a,x) the various moments may be calculated from 





Then equating the experimental and 'theoretical' moments gives N equations for a. The problem is to 
decide which one gives the best estimate of a. 
To overcome these difficulties Fisher proposed the maximum likelihood method in 1912 [115]. 





is formed, where the x;.'s are the events observed in an experiment. Then L(a), called the likelihood 
function, is the probability that an experiment produces the events Xi assuming "'a' to be the correct 
value for the parameter. The likelihood method consists of choosing as the best estimate of a the 
value which maximises L(a). 
In practice it is often more convenient to deal with log(L(a)) rather than L(a). As they both attain 
their maximum at the same value of a, either may be used to predict the value corresponding to the 
maximum likelihood. However, 
~(a) = log(L(a)) = ~ log(P(a,x;.) 
is much easier to deal with than the large product which makes up L(a). 
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In the asymptotic limit, the swn gets replaced by an integral: ~ - J(dx N P(a,x), where a is the 
true value of a. The log likelihood6 then becomes 
..sf(a) = N J dx P(a,x) 1og(P(a,x)) 
and 
d..sf(a)/da = N J dx P(a,x)/P(a,x) c5P(a,x)/c5a . 
Evaluating at a = a gives 
d..sf(a)/dala =a = N J dx c5P(a,x)jc5ala =a 
and since J P(a,x) dx = 1 by normalisation the integral of the derivative with respect to a vanishes. 
Therefore 
d..sf /dala =a = 0 . 
and the likelihood has a turning point ( a maximwn) at a = a. Hence the location of the maximwn is 
an estimator of the true value of the parameter a. 
In the discrete regime it can be shown [94] that the expectation value of the estimate of the 
parameter obtained at the maximwn is equal to the true value of the parameter. 
D.3.1 The goodness of the fit 
The likelihood function, L(a), is a peculiar function in that it is difficult to interpret its size. The 
more events there are in an experiment the greater the value of L(a), but there is no relation between 
the size of L(a) and the goodness of·fit as there is with a x2 method. However it can be shown [94] 
that when the likelihood function ..sf(a) is parabolic (i.e. the likelihood varies as 1/2(a- a)2 ) then the 
value of .sf falls by 1/2 a unit from its maximwn one sigma above and below the central estimate. It 
is also shown in reference [94] that any parameterisation can be transformed so as to obtain a 
parabolic likelihood and since the likelihood is invariant, the value of .sf will fall by 1/2 a unit for any 
parameterisation one sigma above or below the central estimate. 
6 Usually the word log will be omitted. 
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APPENDIX E 
CHARGE CONJUGATION AND G PARITY STATES IN A DALITZ PLOT 
ANALYSIS 
Consider an arbitrary amplitude A describing the state KK'IT. This can be expanded in terms of 
the orbital angular momentwn of the KK subsystem : 
.... - . ... -
where particle K has momentwn + k and particle K has momentwn - k in the KK centre-of-mass 
system. 
If B is the amplitude describing K .__. K then, 




where the second line is derived from the property of the spherical hannonics. 
Two orthogonal wave functions '1' ± can now be formed that describe whether the KK'IT state is 
even or odd under K .__. K exchange, 
'1' + = (A+ B)/2 
'1' _ = (A- B)/2 
= ~ atl/it(KK) 
f =even 
= ~ atl/it(KK) 
!=odd 
A neutral KK'IT system can be formed in two ways, either as (KK)0 '1T 0 or (KK)±'"+. In this case 
we are interested in the charged KK system which necessarily has I= 1. The G parity is defined as 
G = (-l)f+S+I 
where S = 0 for a dikaon system and I = 1. The G-parity of a 'IT is negative so that 
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G'l' ± = ±'!' ± 
that is, a neutral KK'lT state with a charged 'IT has G-parity + 1 (- 1) if the wavefunction is even (odd) 
under K+--+K interchange. Note that this result holds irrespective of whether the KK'lT system 
undergoes a sequential decay. 
To construct a complete wavefunction for the KK'lT decay via an intermediate I= 1/2 K"' the two 
positive strangeness K"' states are considered first, 
K*+ = .J(2/3)'1T+KO - .J(l/3)'1T°K+ 
K*O = .J(l/3}rr°K0 - .J(2/3)'1T-K+ 
the wavefunction of a neutral KK'IT system with isospin I (0 or 1) is then, 
The wavefunction B1 for the negative strangeness K"''s is formed from AI by K-K interchange. 
Then the total wavefunction for the KK'lT system can be defined as 
where g = ± 1 and 
= 
a = 
.J(l/6)(('1T +K0)K-_+ g(('lT+K_::)K0 ) 
+ ( -l)I(('IT- K+)K0 + g('IT - K0 )K +)) 
-.J(l/12)((('1T°K+)K- + g('lT°K-)K+) 
+ ( -l)I(('"aKa)i(O + g('ITOi(O)Ka)) 
In this analysis only charged 'IT's have been used, therefore the important term is r g and 
that is a neutral KK'lT system with a charged 'IT has a G-parity g. 
In the analysis of the K°K±'lT+ channel there are two ways of combining the two samples. 
s1 = M2 ('1T+K0 ), s2 = M2 ('1T+K-) 
s3 = M2 ('1T-K+), s4 = M2 ('1T-K.0 ) 
and thus two ways of representing the data on a Dalitz plot: 
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A 
1. Respecting the s~geness of the states and plotting s1(s3) versus s2(s4) . 
2. Or by respecting the net charge of the states, i.e. neutral or charged and plotting s 1 (s4) versus 
To consider the differences between these two methods a general amplitude for the two data 
samples separately must be formed. From the expression for r g' 
<P+ g = (?T+K0)K- + g(w+K-)K0 
<P- g = (?T-K+)K0 + g(?T-K0 )K+ 
where the superscripts designate the "IT+ and "'- charge states. 
Assuming that both charge states produce the same admixture of G&parity eigenstates then, 
<P - = a<P - + + b<P - _ 
where a and b are two arbitrary complex nwnbers. 
Respecting the strangeness of the states is equivalent to equating 
substituting these gives 
Y = (w+K0)K- = (w-K+)K0 
X = (?T+K-)K0 = ('1T-K0 )K+ 
<P + = a( X+ Y) + b(X- Y) 
<P- = a( X + Y) + b(X- Y) 
and hence the wave function for the two charged samples is the same. 
If the charge of the K11 combinations is respected then 
which leads to 
X = (11+K0 )K- = (11-K0)K+ 
Y = (?T+K-)K0 = (w-K+)K0 
<P + = a(X + Y) + b(X - Y) 
<P- = a( X+ Y) - b(X- Y) 
In this case the two terms are different. 
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The difference between the two approaches can now be seen. 
1. If the strangeness of the states is respected then the two amplitudes are the same, this has the 
effect that any background terms e.g. Incoherent K"' production etc are entered equally on the 
Dalitz plot. Tills is not the case if the charge is respected, here these events show up as an 
asymmetry in the Dalitz plot projections. 
2. When the two charged samples are combined the observed distribution is, 
14>1 2 = 14> + 12 + 14> -1 2 
this means that if the charge of the states is respected the interference term a "'b cancels which 
is not the case if the strangeness is respected. The interference term is important if there are 
two G-parity states present and one of the states is much weaker than the other. However if 
the amplitudes are correctly normalised although the interference term between two G-parity 
states will not be seen the individual states themselves will be seen. 
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